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Director's foreword

In 1918, writing of Florine Stettheimer's great painting Tlie Birthday Party (now known as

La Fete a Duchamp), the prominent American art critic Henry M( Bride concluded that

"the more I think of it, the more I was milled that I wasn't invited to the party." McBride

knew then what many have only lately come to perceive: Florine Sictiheiiner had a pro-

found understanding ol the American sense and the New York sensibility, and it was right

there in her paintings for all to see and enjoy. Yet Stettheimer, who so outrageously and

beautifully celebrated life and art within the charmed circles in which she spun her con-

fectionary paintings, cherished the privacy of her very full but very closed world.

To the fortunate who are familiar with her work, it remains a mystery why

Florine Stettheimer is still one of the most obscure of the American moderns. Her art has

always attracted ardent admirers, and still has special sentimental appeal to many who

think that her paintings captured the last innocent moment in early twentieth-centUT)

American art. But to those who think just the opposite, that Stettheimer's art predicted

the later linking of art with an acute engagement with lite, there is nothing sentimental at

all about the continuing appeal of her work. Interestingly, a close examination of

Stettheimer's painting reveals an artist whose idiosyncratic work and equally idiosyncratic

life-style fairly characterizes late twentieth-century's preoccupation with narrative and

autobiography the rather complex and rich territory in which we explore the notion of

naivete and the construction of identity.

In this exhibition, Whitney curator Elisabeth Sussman and guest curator

Barbara Bloemink present us with the first full-scale view of Stettheimer's w ork since the

memorial exhibition organized by Marcel Duchamp in 1946 at The Museum of Modern

Art shortly after Stettheimer's death. This opportunity to reassess Stettheimer's role in

American art in light of recent developments in art historical scholarship also provides the

occasion to reconsider her importance in regard to contemporary feminist critical theory.

We are grateful to both Elisabeth Sussman and Barbara Bloemink for their passionate

commitment to Stettheimer's work, and for the scholarship and creativity that they

brought to the effort of restoring to Florine Stettheimer her rightful place in twentieth-

century American art. I also want to take this opportunity to thank the exhibition's hin-

ders and in particular our good friend Milton Warshaw at the William H. Kearns

Foundation. A generous grant has also been received from the National Endowment for

the Arts.

David A. Ross

Alice Pratt Brown Director
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Elisabeth Sussman

Florine Stettheimer: a 1990s perspective

It is perhaps, however, in her riotous picnics and parties, flooded

with sunlight and splashes of violent colour. that mlss stettheimer is

most original. this lady has got into her painting a very modern quali-

ty, the ouality that ambitious american musicians will have to get into

their compositions before any one will listen to them at the risk of

being misunderstood, i must call this ouality jazz. jazz music, indu-

bitably, is an art in itself, but before a contemporary american can

triumph in the serious concert halls he must reproduce not the thing

itself but its spirit in a more lasting form. this, mlss stettheimer has

abundantly succeeded in doing i hope some upstate richard strauss

will be able to follow her! carl van vechten, i
922'

A truism of American cultural criticism denies patrons of art roles as both

patron and creative artist, with the one important exception of Alfred Stieglitz,

who became not only an artist but also one of America's first champions of mod-

ern art. Florine Stettheimer, younger than Stieglitz, came from a similar

German-Jewish background, and she too was both artist and patron, contributing

through her works and her activities to the fertile modernist environment in New

York in the opening decades of the century. Unlike Stieglitz, however,

Stettheimer has not won widespread renown—in part because her personality

and salon remained discreet, protected by an elusive modesty at odds with the

growing culture of fame and stardom that distinctively marked twentieth-century

America. As for her art, it can appear primitive, slight, or playful, though it is

not merely any one of these things. Yet Stettheimer revealed the clues to its

eccentric sophistication only to a select circle of family and friends; public

acclaim was not her goal.

Florine Stettheimer was born in I 87 I , the second youngest of the five children

of Rosetta Walter Stettheimer and Joseph Stettheimer, prosperous German Jews

living in Rochester, New York. Rosetta's numerous sisters and brother lived in

New York City, and had intermarried with other notable German-Jewish fami-

lies.
2 At some point when his children were young, Joseph Stettheimer left his
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family. The two oldest children. Stella and Walter, married and moved to

California, and Rosetta and the three youngest daughters (Carrie, Florine, and

Ettie) formed a household which was to remain unchanged until Rosctta's death

in 1935.

Florine had demonstrated an interest in art as a young child,

and in 1892 she enrolled at the Art Students League. There she studied with

Kenyon Cox and H. Siddons Mowbray until 1895. The Stettheimer family fre-

quently traveled to Europe, particularly Germany and France. Beginning in

1906, Rosetta Stettheimer and her three daughters spent long periods of time in

Europe, traveling and residing for the next eight years in Germany and France,

as well as in Italy and Switzerland. During this period, Florine studied art in

Berlin. Munich, and Stuttgart, while Ettie received a Ph.D. in philosophy from

the University of Freiburg. Frequent periods of time were spent in Munich,

where the presence of other Americans family or friends traveling through or

in residence—created a lively, stimulating social milieu.

Florine maintained a studio in the city from 1910 to 1913, and

is known to have visited Munich's vanguard galleries, viewing the work of a

variety of painters with Symbolist tendencies: the Nabi-influenced Fritz Erler,

the Austrian Gustav Klimt, and the Swiss Ferdinand Hodler, as well as the late

Romantic mythical-allegorical painter, Franz von Stuck. 1 Stettheimer was also a

regular visitor to the galleries and museums in Paris between 1909 and 1913.

Cezanne, Berthe Morisot, and Renoir, as well as Rodin and Gustave Moreau,

are the names ticked off in her travel journals. But the high point of her sojourn

in Europe was seeing Diaghilev's Ballets Russes in Paris in 1912. The costumes

of Leon Bakst particularly impressed Stettheimer, as did the dancing of Nijinsky.

The outbreak of World War I brought an end to the family's expatriate life and

they returned to New York, to a house on the Upper West Side, which soon

became the site of a salon for intellectuals, artists, and theater people.

New York, in the years before and during World War I, was the

site of several famous private salons, where the provincial attitudes of the nine-

teenth-century city were challenged by new ideas, ranging from avant-garde art

and music to social reform, psychoanalysis, and literature. The Stettheimers

carved out a particular niche among these establishments. The atmosphere of

their uptown gatherings was different from those in Lower Manhattan, where

bohemianism flourished. In the early stages of his career, Stieglitz had separated

his uptown family life from his artistic life, which was centered around the

gallery he opened in 1905 at 291 Fifth Avenue. In 1913, Mabel Dodge, a hostess

and patron of the arts who had been living in Florence, moved to New York and

opened her apartment at 23 Fifth Avenue for twice weekly evenings. Uptown, at

33 West 67th Street, was the apartment of Walter and Louise Arensberg, where

from 1914 to 1920 vanguard European artists living in America, notably Marcel



Duchamp, Francis Picabia, and Albert Gleizes, mingled with Americans such as

Man Rav. Morton Schamberg, and Charles Demuth.

The Stettheimers' first American address after their return in

1914 was a brownstone on West 76th Street. Their summers were spent upstate

in Tarrytown, New York, at rented country houses. They lived grandly, moving

to a large apartment in the Alwyn Court building on West 58th Street in the

mid-twenties. This apartment, where Florine's paintings hung on the wall, was

immortalized in a large dollhouse of many rooms that was the lifelong project of

Carrie Stettheimer (p. 61). The dollhouse was festooned with authentic wallpa-

per and miniature reproductions of antique furniture, but perhaps most astonish-

ing were the miniature paintings and sculptures made by the artists who

frequented the Stettheimers' salon. Duchamp, for instance, had given to Carrie

for her fortieth birthday a miniature version of his Nude Descending a Staircase, t he

painting that had so scandalized the Armory Show in 1913.

The Stettheimers' guests included many regulars from the

Stieglitz circle, among them Marsden Hartley and Charles Demuth, as well as

Duchamp and Gleizes from the Arensberg salon, other artists such as Gaston

Lachaise, Elie Nadelman, and Paul Thevenaz, dancer Adolph Bolm, critics Carl

Van Vechten, Henry McBride and Paul Rosenfeld, playwright Avery Hopwood,

and writer Sherwood Anderson. Unlike the Arensbergs' rooms, which were sim-

ple and filled with their collection of European and modernist paintings, with

Shaker furniture and a few pieces of African and pre-Columbian art, the

Stettheimers' apartment was ornate, with damask-covered furniture and gilded

Family Portrait # I , 19 15



European chairs and tables. Although the fashionable, intelligent Stettheimer sis-

ters were dedicated and sympathetic to the new, their style was formal, aristo-

cratic, and ladylike—and they were passionate about art. Elegant dinners were

prepared under the supervision of the oldest of the three, Carrie. Rosetia

Stettheimer was always a presence, if somewhat in the bac kground. r'lorinc's art

hung on the walls and Ettie was the conversationalist who set the tone of the

gatherings. Elaborate picnics and country weekends took place in the summers.

Florine Stettheimer was in her forties when she returned to New York. She

brought back with her paintings she had produced, mostly still lifes and land-

scapes with figures, all of them displaying the influence of Symbolism and Post-

Impressionism. The colors of many of these early works were drab and the paintings'

surfaces thick. She exhibited some of these pictures in 1916 at M. fCnoedler &

Company, including Family Portrait #7 (p. 44) and two paintings of the family

summer house, entitled Andre Brook (the name of the estate). In the spirit of the

Nabis, Degas, and Matisse, these works presented the intimate life of the family

in an idealized decorative setting. Stettheimer extended this intimacy to the

installation of the show, designing a section of the gallery as a room with an

overhanging canopy that echoed her boudoir in the family apartment. The show,

however, received mixed reviews from the critics and no works were sold.

The failure of the Knocdler show seemed to convince

Stettheimer that a one-artist exhibition of her work in a gallery would never

appeal to a broad public. Moreover, she did not have to sell her art to support

herself or her family. Yet her decision to decline gallery representation meant

that her work was not promoted or marketed. It also meant, however, that

Stetthevners' drawing roam, Aluyn Court apartment, n.d.

Florine Stettheimer Papers. Rarr Book and Manuscript

library. Columbia University. New York



Stettheimer controlled her own career and, free of the demands of a commercial

market, allowed all the works' eccentricities to blossom in the inner circle of her

personal friends.

Stettheimer's style did change, nevertheless, after her 1916

Knoedler show. The first indication of this was in the designs for Orphee of the

Qiiat'z Arts, a ballet that she had started in 1912 and began developing for pro-

duction around this time (p. 77). The plot centers on a fancy dress carnival for

Parisian art students. The costume designs for the ballet were obviously inspired

bv Leon Bakst, and the production was planned for Adolph Bolm, one of Diaghi-

lev's dancers who had come to New York with the troupe and stayed on. In the

gouache sketches, collages, and figurines she made for the ballet, Florine let her

imagination run wild, while color, content, and materials seem inspired by a new

vision. The color is vivid, like Fauve paintings or Persian miniatures, and the fig-

ures are clothed in loosely flowing, fanciful garments. Stettheimer had clearly lib-

crated herself from the conventional figurative painting of her earlier work. In

Himne Sltlthnmn, n.d.

l-limnt SUUhnmrt l'nfm\. Ran liiiok and Manmrnpt

hbran. C.ulumbm I nurriiht. .She York



the ballet sketches, the bodies float rhythmically and their linear figures serve as

armatures for the color and texture of their clothing. Although Bakst-inspircd in

their lush color and Orientalist costuming, the designs are original and prophetic

of Stettheimcr's later work. In the collages, she dresses her figures like dolls, using

fabric, beads, lace, fur, and cellophane. Some studies are bas-reliefs, with figures

built up threc-dimcnsionalh . then painted, gilded, or covered in fabric. Stelt-

heimer also made several actual figurines of dancers in animated rhythmic poses,

their bodies painted in bright, Fauve greens, yellows, blues, and oranges. The

decorative sensibility displayed in these works as well as their aura ol lantas\ con-

tinued to characterize the style of painting that Stetthcimer developed in the twen-

ties. The pasty academicism of her earlier painting was definitively behind her.

Though the ballet was never produced, as a theatrical venture it

helped to bring a new group of people to the Stetthcimer salons, a cafe society

that the family happily cultivated. A frequent early guest was the now forgotten

playwright Avery Hopwood. He died young in 1928, but was for a time in the

twenties a very successful writer for the theater. It was through him that the

Stettheimers met Carl Van Vechtcn, who remained a close friend of the family.

Born in 1H80, Van Vechten was a journalist who w rote about music and dance, a

true man about town, a regular at all the New York salons, and an international

traveler; Gertrude Stein was among his friends. Van Vechten went on to write

several novels (including Peter Whiffle, The Blind Bow-Boy, and Parties), all of them

light period pieces which, read from the perspective of the late twentieth century,

give a wonderful picture of their times.

A passage from Parties describes the attraction that an older

woman, nurtured in Europe (and suggestive of Stetthcimer), might have for the

Andre Brook. 19 15



flamboyant New America. In Parties (subtitled Scenes from Contemporary New York

Life), Van Vechten describes a wearied European woman (the Grafin) anticipat-

ing her first trip to America, which she hears about from young American

friends whom she meets in Europe:

[She] plied her young Americans with further inquiries to such pur-

pose THAT PRESENTLY SHE WAS ACOUAINTED WITH THE DEFINITIONS OF SUCH

words as bootlegger, speakeasy, buffet-flat, racketeer, stinko, and

ginny. the children's description of a typical cocktail party given by a

debutante friend pleased her so much that she listened with a certain

apathy to their further disclosures concerning tall towers, stock

exchanges. where bull-fights were held, and the machine-gun wars of

the Chicago gangsters, but she woke up with a start when they began

to talk about Harlem."

In the late teens, Stettheimer began a group of paintings that portrayed

friends and visitors to the family's apartment—Avery Hopwood's portrait of 1915-16

was probably her first. Among the other subjects were Carl Van Vechten, Henry

McBride, Marcel Duchamp, Adolfo Best-Maugard, Alfred Stieglitz, and Joseph

Hergesheimer (pp. 49, 10, 11, 12, 80, 14). Family members also served as subjects

for Stettheimer and she produced a number of self-portraits as well. In these works,

she employed the most avant-garde approach of the day, transforming portraiture

from a realist to a symbolic or cryptic presentation of the subject, as is discern-

able in the portraits of a broad range of artists from Demuth to Picabia.

Stettheimer did not eliminate her subject's bodily presence; her contribution to

this modernist genre was to mix a highly stylized rendition of the subject with

associative objects.

In these same years, Stettheimer also began to paint scenes of

the life she and her sisters were leading, group paintings of identifiable figures

(the family members were always included) either at evening parties, at country

outings, or at special gatherings. Her depiction of bodies became increasingly

schematic as she shed her academic training, and her figuration took on a flat-

tened, linear style reminiscent of caricature or cartoon, such as that favored in the

twenties when Vanity Fair featured such artists as Miguel Covarrubias and Ralph

Barton. There are also hints of an interest in the simplifications of folk art,

which Stettheimer may have learned from her friend Elie Nadelman, who is por-

trayed in her 1918 painting Picnic at Bedford Hills (p. 3). Nonetheless, the paint-

ings were distinctively Stctthcimcr's in their unique color and decorative qualities:

frames were often fancifully carved and painted or gilded and the color was bril-

liant and artificial: reds, blacks, whites, oranges, greens, purples, and yellows.

An important addition to the Stettheimer circle during the war

years and into the early twenties was Marcel Duchamp. He remained a friend
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and was responsible for arranging the posthumous exhibition of Florine's paint-

ings ,u The Museum of Modern Art in 1946. Suavely handsome, urbane, and

cultivated, Duchamp was a malleable, social creature. He was brilliant and play-

ful in his twisting and turning of what constituted art, leading the way as Ameri-

cans began to show an interest in an experimental avant-garde. Simultaneously,

he was equally at home in the genteel intellectual circles of the Stetthcimers'

female menage; and he appears to have been flirtatiously involved with Kttie. In

any case. Duchamp figures in many of Stettheimer's best paintings, such as La

Fete a Duchamp (1917), Picnic at Bedford Hilts, and Asbury Park South (1920) (pp. 40, 6)

The Persian carpet-colored, falsely naive paintings flip into witty sophistication,

transforming elegant informality and intimate pastime into a fantastic pageantry.

Beyond Duchamp's obvious enjoyment of the sisters' company,

his admiration for Florine's painting was genuine. In her works of the teens lie

admired what he described as multiplication inrtuelle,' where characters and colors

are repeated and represented sequentially in a single picture. Seeing a

Stettheimer painting thus becomes a dynamic process for the viewer, related to

the modern experience of looking at a Cubist work or a comic strip. In La Fete a

Portrait of Avery Hopwood, 19 15-16



Diuhamp, a painting that records an actual party given by the sisters for the

artist, Stettheimer structures the composition into episodes: the guest of honor is

shown at three moments—arriving in his car, entering the party, and at a dinner

given in his honor.

Having decided not to show her work Ln regular gallery exhibitions, Florine

Stettheimer exhibited it instead to her friends when they came to the apartment

or the studio she maintained in the Beaux Arts Building at 80 West 40th Street,

on Bryant Park. When a painting was finished, guests were invited to the studio

to see it. Since she never worked from life, the subjects of her portraits saw7 their

likenesses for the first time on these occasions. Stettheimer's studio functioned as

her gallery, and her primary public was her group of distinguished friends. The

studio itself was a work of art, painted white and fdled with gilded furniture.

Most striking among the decorative elements were the cellophane curtains that

hung beneath the arched doorways leading from one room to another.

Apart from the elite confines of salon and studio, Stettheimer's

paintings were shown in a few other venues. From 1917 through 1926, she

exhibited annually in New York with the Society of Independent Artists, which

assembled artists of both traditional and radical persuasions for unjuried shows

without prizes. She also appeared in an exhibition in 1921 at the Pennsylvania

Academy of the Fine Arts and in the Carnegie International in 1924. Among

other venues were department stores— at Wanamaker's in New York and at

Marshall Field's in Chicago—and she was included in the first Whitney Museum

Biennial in 1932.

By the end of the 1920s, Stettheimer's ambition to make more

monumental paintings seems to have expanded. In 1929 she began her

Cathedrals series, on which she worked for the next thirteen years: Cathedrals of

Broadway (1929), Cathedrals of Fifth Avenue (1931), Cathedrals of Wall Street (1939),

and Cathedrals of Art (1942) (pp. 28-31). Each of these paintings, crammed with

identifiable public figures and places, summed up a quintessential area of New

York life: finance, theater, department stores, and art. Stettheimer recognized

that the intensity of these activities in the great metropolis of North America at

mid-century was analogous to the devotional zeal of religion in medieval and

Renaissance Europe. She therefore included an arch motif w ithin each painting

to lift these essentially comic, caricatured impressions into the allegorical frame-

work that Duchamp later spoke of. (At the time of the 1946 Museum of Modern

Art exhibition, lie emphasized Stettheimer's ambitions to make allegories of New

York life and suggested that she was an early proponent of what he called a

Sc hool of New York.' ) The first Cathedral painting to be show n publicly.

Cathedrals of Broadway, attracted considerable attention. 7
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Stettheimer's studio at the lieuux Arts building, n.d.

Flonne Stettheimer Papers, Rare Book and Manuscript

library, Columbia University, New York

Stettheimer's lace boudoir at the Beaux Arts building, n.d.

Florine Stettheimer Papers. Rare Book and .Manuscript
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Despite the "public" themes of these images, there remained a

deeply private side to Florine Stettheimer. While working on the Cathedrals

series, she was also producing paintings with symbolic overtones in surprisingly

intense colors, reminiscent of Redon or Ensor. Among these were floral motifs

that seem to be a form of self-commemoration, related to a ritualistic biographi-

cal event: each year on her birthday she picked a bouquet of seasonal flowers

and noted the event in her journals. In these paintings, the flowers are not nes-

tled into a still-life setting; they are formidable, like the sitters for Stettheimer's

portraits. Brought into a painting such as Family Portrait #2 (1933), the flowers

overpower the family members and the urban setting (p. 27). Stettheimer's flow-

ers are not subtly sexualized in form (as were the flowers or fruit in paintings by

O'Keeffe and Demuth . but their assertive centrality in works such as Sun (1931)

and Birthday Bouquet (1932), where stems intertwine with a snake, can suggest the

disturbance of a feminized Eden by a phallic serpent (pp. 25, 26).

The late period of Stettheimer's work, beginning around 1929

and continuing until her death in 1944, was astonishingly fertile. It was in 1929

that she initiated her Cathedral paintings. In 1935, when her mother died,

Florine left the family home to live independently in her studio in the Beaux Arts

Building. (Ettie and Carrie moved to the Dorset Hotel.) Those who knew and

appreciated her in the thirties concentrated on her alone, forgetting the sisters.

It was at this time that she came to the attention of a new set of admirers: Pavel

Tchelitchew, Charles Henri Ford. Monroe Wheeler. Glenway Wescott, Kirk Askew,

and, most important. Virgil Thomson. When Thomson saw her work, he was con-

vinced that Stettheimer should be the set and costume designer for the opera on

which he and Gertrude Stein were collaborating. Four Saints in Three Acts, which

opened in Hartford at the Wadsworth Athencum in 1934, has become a historic

landmark of the American avant-garde. It was cast with black singers from Har-

lem. Thomson's score mimicked church music and allowed the cadences of Stein's

language to emerge; "Pigeons on the grass, alas..." is one of Stein's famous

phrases from the opera. Stettheimer's costumes, backdrops, and lighting were exe-

cuted in the primitive moderne style of which she was then the master. In 1929,

Stettheimer began work on the decor. By 1933, her conception of the decor,

which was mostly in white, had been worked out with dolls and small maqucttes

and was near completion (p. 55). She had wanted to frame the stage in lace; she

succeeded in hav ing backdrops of swags of cellophane. The illumination was in-

tense white light. And such elements as feather-frond palm trees created an exotic

setting for the black cast, whose members were carefully costumed in cassocklike

gowns, brightly colored in some scenes and all white in others. The- dolls she- made

as maqucltcs of her ide as for the production hark back to her earlier ballet designs.

Four Saints in Three Acts had its premiere on February 7, 1934 in

the newly opened Avery Memorial Theater at the Wadsworth Athencum. It was
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presented under the auspices of the Friends and Fncmics of Modern Music, a

group formed by the Athcneum's director, A. Hvcrctt Austin, Jr.. llicn ,i pivotal

vanguard figure, whose enthusiasm for modernism put Hartford on the map.

Austin had been instrumental in helping Lincoln Kirstein bring (icorge

Balanchine to America and he had been an early champion of Surrealism and

Picasso, which he had introduced into his museum's traditional program.

The opening night of Four Saints in Three Acts drew an impres-

sive crowd, including Allied H. Ban, Jr., Henry-Russell Hitchcock, Kdward

Warburg, Salvador Dali, and Alexander Calder. The performance was covered

by critics from major Hast ('oast newspapers and by the wire services, and the

opening became a national event. Joseph Also]), writing for the Mew York Herald

Tribune, recognized that the sets (along with the words, music, and performances)

were critical to the success of this extraordinary American opera. Reviewing the

second act, he said: " The lighting, arranged by [Abe] Feder, bathed the set. on

which all the saints this time were in white, in a special luminousncss. With the

light and the color and the form, at once complicated, amusing and lovely, the

setting seemed to give the note for the whole performance." The whole produc-

tion, he claimed, "managed to be baroquel) witty and handsome in one

breath."" Finally, at age sixty-three, Florine Stettheimer literally stepped in front

of the spotlights and for the first time received public acclaim in .1 fabled event

of the American artistic avant-garde, the sort of wide acknowledgment that had

eluded her throughout most of her career.

Virgil Thomson at the Chelsea Hotel. 1980

Collection of William Kelly Simpson



It remains to ask why. with the exception of a few isolated studies, Florine

Stettheimer's role in the history of twentieth-century art was, until recently,

largely ignored. Despite her relatively obscure, noncommercial status, her art

had been written about by influential critics—Henry McBride, Paul Rosenfeld,

and Carl Van Vechten. But by the end of World War II, Rosenfeld was dead

and the influence of McBride and Van Vechten was definitely on the wane.

Because she had eschewed commercial representation, there was no dealer to

support the sale and exhibition of her work. After her death, Kirk Askew, Jr..

the director of Durlacher Brothers who had been closely involved with the group

that created Four Saints in Three Acts, exhibited her paintings and, along with Van

Vechten, helped Fttie decide what to do with the works left in the studio.

In the years following Florine's death, a museum exhibition of

her work was arranged through the personal intervention of her friend Marcel

Duchamp. The 1946 Museum of Modem Art exhibition, which traveled to San

Francisco and Chicago, was in fact the first museum venue for a one-artist show

of Stettheimer's art. Duchamp persuaded the museum to have this exhibition by

describing Stettheimer as one of the first artists of the "School of New York."

He was certainly not using that term in the way it would come to be used by

1950, when it denoted the large-scale, non-narrative, gesture painting that was

evolving in the postwar years. Duchamp, writing in 1946, was alluding to a

metropolitan style—figurative, narrative, modernist—developed in the years

between the wars. Like so much of the figurative art produced in America

before World War II. Stettheimer's inconspicuous output could have had no

influence on the mythic themes and existential moods that marked the fertile

transformation of New York art in the 1940s.

This is one reason why the exhibition at The Museum of

Modern Art did little to broaden Stettheimer's reputation. There is also, how-

ever, a psychohistorical explanation: with morbid finality, Florine Stettheimer

planned her own obscurity. She had intended that the paintings in her studio be

destroyed after her death. Disobeying her wishes, her sister Ettie and her lawyer,

Joseph Solomon, saved almost all of them. Over the next ten years, until Ettie's

death in 1955, the paintings were distributed (with Kirk Askcw's counsel) to

museums all over the country, where for the most part they languished in stor-

age. In 1967, most of the remaining works in the estate were given to Columbia

University by Joseph Solomon. Through the intervention of Carl Van Vechten.

the Stettheimer sisters' papers went to the Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript

Library of Yale University, with which Van Vechten was closely associated.

When the journals of Florine were made available to scholars, it became appar-

ent that Fttie had excised many pages.
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Top and bottom: Stettheimer's maquettes for the set and costume designs for Four Saints in Three Acts

Center: Scenesfrom the original 1934 production a/Tour Saints in Three Acts

Collection ofAmerican Literature. Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University, New Haven



Perhaps the real question is not why Florine Stettheimer's art was largely

ignored but rather how it managed to escape total obscurity and why the artist's

reputation has been steadily improving in the late twentieth century. The answer

is threefold, involving the emergence of gay liberation. Pop Art, and the

women's movement.

Stettheimer and her work appealed to a string of men, from the

teens to the present, who formed part of New York's gay community. From Carl

Van Vechten to Andy Warhol, they appreciated Stettheimer for her social per-

sona and the ambience of her life and for the attitudes expressed in her work

—

artificiality, stylization, eccentric elegance, and sexual ambiguities.

Though the strands of the story arc intertwined, the reception

of Stettheimer's art is not an organized, specifically gay history that should be

wrested out of a more general cultural context. During the years when Florine

Stettheimer was active, "a 'homosexual,'" according to her biographer Parker

Tyler, "...if he was artistic and intellectual, was just another bohemian.'"' Nor

were gay men Stettheimer's only supporters. In fact, Stieglitz tried to convince

Stettheimer to join his gallery and she was certainly at the beginning of her

career encouraged by Marie Sterner, an art dealer who worked with Knoedler's.

Nevertheless, Stettheimer's blend of artificiality and stylization, of eccentric

standoffish elegance, constitutes in her art and life an American female version

of camp and dandyism that appealed to many gay admirers. Although

Stettheimer herself, and her sisters (as seen in the few surviving photos), main-

tained in their own personas an elegance befitting their times and their class,

Stettheimer's paintings reveal a sexually ambiguous fantasy of the human body.

Although caricaturelike, the female body in certain paintings is chicly androgy-

nous and the male body is subtly feminized. The paintings' knowing trans-

vestitism and their loving artificiality constitute a version of camp.

Stettheimer's paintings of the twenties can wickedly tease the

sexual identities of their subjects, suggest a mobility between the masculine and

feminine or a preference for the middle ground. Two of her supporters, her con-

temporary Carl Van Vechten and the younger Parker Tyler, a writer whom Van

Ycchlen later c hose to be Stettheimer's biographer, admired Stettheimer's paint-

ings for what they perceived as witty, elegant, and asexual representations of the

male and female body.

Although married, Van Vechten was at the center of gay, high

society, artistic, and theater circles."
1 Ann Douglas has recently appraised Van

Vechten as "perhaps the first American self-consciously to write 'camp' from a

pci pec the, .1 1 1> 1 1 . exhilarating blend "I wide-eyed enthusiasm and heartfelt

cynicism."" Relatively early in their friendship, by 1920, the bond between

Stettheimer and Van Vecliten was undoubtcdh ( lose, lor Stettheimer was able to

fuse a love lor Old World culture the ballet with a twenties light fantasy that is
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haunted by sexual ambiguities. Since Van Yeclilen was a dance critic and cagci

enthusiast of the Ballets Russes and Nijinsky. it is easy to understand his attrac-

tion to a typical early Stetthcimer work. Music, which depicts Nijinsky and

Adolph Bolm (p. 7). Music has as its centerpiece an astonishing depiction of

Nijinsky as both man and woman. As her biographer Parker Tyler later wrote:

"Her lyrically precious Nijinsky 's toes are en pointe, something foreign to male

ballet dancers and a way he never danced this or any other role. A good part of

the 'authority,' then, must lie in Florine's deliberate conception of an androgy-

nous being." 12

The subject of the painting is an imagined ballet. Nijinsky is

shown dancing in a costume that suggests his appearance as the sexually unspec-

ified Rose in the ballet Specter of the Rose, but Stettheimer emphasizes the androg-

ynous depiction of his body: not only is he dancing en pointe, he also is shown as

slim-waisted, with curving hips and breasts emphasized in his strapless leotard.

The haremesque quality of the scene is underscored by Bolm. costumed in his

famous role as the Moor in Petrouchka, and by the rich drapery that hangs

behind the unknown accompanist at the piano. Stettheimer is the voyeur in this

scene: set apart, she is sitting on a canopied bed whose decorative detail comes

from the bed in her family's apartment; she may also be an imaginative repre-

sentation of herself in the role of Specter's Maiden.

Such androgyny continued to appear in Stettheimer's paintings.

Pointed toes in her portraits of men and boyish female torsos became trade-

marks of her figurative style, while the androgyny of Nijinsky is echoed in two

portraits done several years later, the Portrait ofDuchamp and the Portrait of Myself,

both of 1923 (pp. 12, 32). In her portrait of Duchamp, Stettheimer chose to

make the artist's provocation of sexual identity the subject of the painting. In

1921, Duchamp adopted his female alter ego, Rrose Selavy, as evidenced by

Man Ray's photograph of him taken that year." Stettheimer's portrait of

Duchamp alludes directly to this event, representing Duchamp, as himself, sit-

ting opposite a depiction of his female persona. Other objects in the painting

refer to Duchamp's works and pastimes: the crank under Rrose Selavy to the

Chocolate Grinder and the corkscrew of Tu m\ the window to the readymade Fresh

Widow, the pawn to Duchamp's consuming interest in the game of chess.

Portrait of Myself is a bold self-representation. The artist is dra-

matically made up with scarlet-outlined eyes and wears a beret to designate her

status as artist. She is borne upward, Botticelli-like, on a scarlet object, a divan

at once part shell and part Ilower petal, and rises into a white expanse illumi-

nated by a blazing sun. What is most striking is the depiction of her torso:

breasts are eliminated in a drastic exaggeration of the fashionable flapper style,

and over the pelvis and genitals float the garlands and flowers of her signature

bouquets, in this case, an obvious reference both to virginity and to fertility.



Stettheimer's sharp social acuity and sophistication made her

responsive to the sexual and social fluidity of her times. Her boldness in depict-

ing the sexual undercurrents of bohcmian New York in the teens and twenties

may have been encouraged by the smallness of her audience. Meanwhile, the

audience of the 1990s, sensitive to issues of gender and sexuality, has no trouble

interpreting Stettheimer's vision. In the 1950s, however, art would not have

been discussed in these terms—another reason why the special character of

Stettheimer's art has only recently been perceived in the critical literature."

The choice of Parker Tyler as Stettheimer's biographer guaran-

teed that the artist's reputation would be reevaluated from the vantage of a

milieu that was primarily homosexual—as were many of Stettheimer's friends.

As Tyler wrote to the family lawyer, "Let me remind you that Kirk Askew, Carl

Van Ycchten. Marcel Duchamp. Henry McBride and Virgil Thomson, all very

good, very old friends of Florine's, read my manuscript and heartily approved its

conclusions." 15

Film and art critic Parker Tyler became Stettheimer's biogra-

pher at the suggestion of Carl Van Vechten. Though published in 1963, Tyler's

biography was actually written in 1956, the year after Ettie Stettheimer, the last

of the three inseparable sisters, died. Tyler, who was born in 1904 and arrived

in New York City from New Orleans in 1924, is the link between those who had

known Stettheimer herself and those who knew her posthumously, either by rep-

utation or through a small group of works.

The biography was commissioned by the family Lawyer and

published by Farrar, Straus in a limited edition with white covers and gold let-

tering. Tyler had been assistant editor and reviewer of fdm and art for the art

and literary magazine View (published from 1940 to 1947), and had followed

Stettheimer's career. As art critic at View, he had reviewed the artist's posthu-

mous exhibition at The Museum of Modern Art. And View had included

Stettheimer's work in the influential issue called Americana Fantastica (1943),

which had identified a magical, strange quality in American life and art through

the works of a few selected artists, including Joseph Cornell and Helen Levitt, in

addition to Florine Stettheimer. The editor of View, Charles Henri Ford (whom

Tyler had known since the twenties and with whom he had written a novel

about gay life),'" Tyler himself, and Pavel Tchelitchew (who became a close

friend of Florine's and was Ford's companion) had been guests at Florine's studio

at a party she gave in 1936 following the premiere of the Balanchine ballet

Orfeo, for which Tchelitchew had designed the sets.

Tyler's biography reproduced most of Stettheimer's works, hi

December 1961, responding to a pre-publication reading of his manuscript In

Stettheimer relatives, Tyler wrote to the family lawyer: "An issue given promi-

ni in i- on the slips of paper concerns what can be roughly called the 'virgin cult,"
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among l lie three unmarried Stettlieimer sisters Ac tually the maiden sensibility

was part and parcel of reality for the three sisters and reliable e\ idem e shows

they were aware of its dignity and meaning....
[
But] I could see that at times my

expository zeal made me ovcrstress it; after all. not all readers will bear in mind

the scholarly background which certain passages in my book give the stale of

virginity in its ancient ritual and poetic aspects." 1 Despite lliis "background."

Tyler relied on hypothesis and intuition to connect the sisters to a "virgin cult."

He had to, since few intimate details of the sisters or Florine in particular sur-

vived. In the published biography, Tyler wrote:

If. at some hypothetic reunion of Florine's closest friends, the ques-

tion SHOULD BE ASKED IF THERE WAS NOT SOMETHING "CLOISTRAL" ABOUT

THE STETTHEIMERS, AND ESPECIALLY ABOUT FLORINE. I AM SURE THERE WOULD

be unanimous and emphatic assent. yet no great person, least of all

one whose greatness is art, is able to hide his inmost truth however

subtly secretive he be. when the moment came for florine to slough

this mortal coil, she doubtless had such things as "personal

secrets," things that were never discussed socially, things perhaps

implicit but never in the open. on the other hand. the very fact that

certain lacunae existed in the visible social front made by the family

inevitably told a great deal much is newly brought to light by

Florine's diaries, which it is a pleasure to read, but not all that

might be expected in the way of "facts." shortly before her own

DEATH in I 955. Ettie Stettheimer (then her only surviving SISTER),

CAREFULLY EDITED FLORINE'S DIARIES AND CUT OUT EVERYTHING THAT PER-

TAINED AS SHE NOTED ON THEIR FLYLEAVES TO "FAMILY MATTERS." 18

Tyler tried to fill in the lacunae by positing hidden meanings

in the visible evidence. He seems to have perceived that beyond the playful

and public, primitive and patriotic character of Florine's paintings, there was

also another scenario operating, that the paintings were freighted with secret

codes of identity. He allowed himself to "interpret" the paintings, to decode

an iconography of symbols and colors that the artist used to express a self,

isolated and independent, yet emotionally tied in a complex union of mother

and sisters.

The psychosexual meanings that Tyler excavated in his analysis

of Stettheimer's paintings are arguably as hidden as any symbolism embedded in

earlier art. His critical approach was to submit Stettheimer's work to exegesis

both art historical and poetic. For Tyler, color and figuration were symbolically

fraught. Stettheimer, he argued, had developed a hermetic system of signs,

which, if read properly, would reveal her inner life. His critical method was

partly that of the iconographic studies practiced by his (and the Stettheimer

family's) friend, Edgar Wind. A Warburg Institute emigre from Hamburg dis-



placed by the war, his recognition of the survival of "hermetic" motifs in

Renaissance painting provided a model for Tyler's view of Stettheimer. 19

Tyler's description of Family Portrait #2 (p. 27) is memorable for

its coaxing of sexuality out of color.

I SUGGEST THAT PURPLE IS ABSENT BECAUSE THE ULTIMATELY INDISSOLUBLE

FAMILY OF THE MOTHER AND THREE DAUGHTERS CARRIE, ETTIE. AND

FLORINE REPRESENTED A SELF-SUFFICIENT CULT OF FEMALES AND SO TENDED

TO EXILE PURPLE. THE PARTICULAR SECONDARY CREATED BY COMBINING RED

AND BLUE; THAT IS, PINK AND BLUE BEING COLORS RESERVED TO GENDERS:

"MALE" AND "FEMALE." HENCE. SYMBOLICALLY INVOLVED WITH RED AND BLUE

WAS A "DUALITY" (THE TWO SEXES) AND A "ONENESS" (MARRIAGE), SO THAT

THEIR FUSION IN PURPLE MADE THAT COLOR. IN ONE SENSE. THE COLOR OF

MARRIAGE. AND. IN THE OTHER. THE ANDROGYNOUS COLOR .
20

Tyler's book was not widely reviewed. In 19(34. Paul Pickrel, the

book reviewer for Harper's, was interested in Stettheimer. in her position in New

York, and in her role as set designer for Four Saints in Three Acts. He sums up his

response to the book and the artist in words that have a patronizing tone: "Miss

Stettheimer's friends chose precisely the right man to write her biography.

Tyler's prose catches the spirit of her work as no mere scholar could: even the

dust jacket, with its acutely artistic lettering like the cover of a family album is

exactly right. The book is absurd, but touchingly absurd: it is the perfect tribute,

not only to Miss Florine Stettheimer but to all those maiden ladies whose yearn-

ing after the pretty once brightened the parlor walls of America." 21 "Pretty" is

not an adjective destined to evoke interest in any artist's work. The book review-

er couples Tyler's prose to this quaint aesthetic appraisal and erases the psycho-

sexual interpretations lurking in Tyler's unconventional critical style.

Stettheimer's art was on view in I 963 in an exhibition, "Florine

Stettheimer: Her Family. Her Friends," at Durlacher Brothers Gallery, organized

by director Kirk Askew to commemorate the publication of Tyler's biography. If

Tyler's biography seemed out of place at the dawn of the 1960s, it did not

impede a small, slow revival of Stettheimer's reputation that came from another

front. It involved, on the one hand, the renewed respect for the work of Marcel

Duchamp that was emerging at this time; and, on the other, a minor interest in

Stettheimer on the part of certain artists who were moving away from abstrac-

tion toward an art centered on the icons of everyday life—a shift that is itself

responsible for the Duchamp revival. Duchamp's readymades (such as the urinal

and the snow shovel) and his displacement of painting by other conceptual

strategies for making art were extremely important to many artists then chal-

lenging the influence of the New York School, some of whom knew Duchamp.
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Carrie Walter Stettheimer 's (tollhouse (1920s), photographed by David Leiinthal at the Museum of the City ofNew York, 1995.

Clockwisefrom top left: Baroness de Meyer (left) chats with Carrie Stettheimer in the foyer, while Pavel Tchelitchew rides in the elevator; Mme. Albert Gleizes powders her

nose in the master bedroom; Flonne Stettheimer discusses art with critic Henry Mcliride on the lower terrace in front of William ^orach's bronze Mother and Child and

Gaston Ijachaises alabaster Female Nude.



who was living in the US at the time. The two artists relevant in this context are

Jasper Johns and Andy Warhol.

What fascinated Johns, who saw the Durlacher exhibition in

1963, about Stettheimer was her closeness to Duchamp and her involvement

with Thomson and Stein in Four Saints in Three Acts. " The spirit of those

sophisticated encounters was in the paintings Johns came to see, probably at

the urging of Henry Geldzahler, curator at, The Metropolitan Museum of Art,

which owned the Cathedral series. Geldzahler regularly showed these paintings

to artists and accorded Stettheimer an important position in the history of

American art: she appeared in his configuration as a historic link to the Pop

Art that Geldzahler championed. Placing her in his important 1965 exhibition

"Three Centuries of American Painting," he wrote that her paintings "that

seemed merely eccentric during the artist's lifetime" were "prophetic of a

concern with Americana that is shared by a number of painters in the

nineteen-sixties." 23

Warhol was one of these painters. But the admiration he

expressed for Stettheimer around 1963 was not without biographical connections

to earlier admirers. Parker Tyler and Charles Henri Ford were both interested

in the work of the young W arhol, who in fact knew Ford and owned some issues

of View. He also owned work by Tchelitchew and had drawn the cover design

for the American publication of a novel by the effete British writer Ronald

Firbank, whose works, Parker Tyler and Mario Praz agreed, would have been

"just right" for Stettheimer to illustrate.'
4 Nevertheless, Warhol's retrospective

account of why he liked Stettheimer links her more to his beginnings as a Pop

artist than to whatever directions he might have followed in the fifties as a gay

artist. Warhol seemed to have seen in Stettheimer—and her sister Carrie—

a

taste similar to his own in Americana and kitsch.

In POPism, recalling a visit by Henry Geldzahler and Ivan Karp

to his house around 1961, Warhol writes:

When Henry and Ivan came in. I could see Henry doing an instant

appraisal of every single thing in the room. he scanned all the

things i collected from the american folk pieces to the carmen

Miranda platform shoe (four inches long with a five-inch heel) that

i'd bought at an auction of her effects. almost as quickly as a com-

puter could put the information together. he said. "we have paintings

by Florine Stettheimer in storage at the Met. If you want to come

over there tomorrow. I'll show them to you "
I was thrilled. Anyone

who'd know just from glancing around that one room of mine that I

loved Florine Stettheimer had to be brilliant. . (Florine Stettheimer

was a wealthy primitive painter, a friend of marcel duchamp's. who'd

had a one-woman show at the museum of modern art in i 946. and her
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sister Carrie had made some fabulous dollhouses that I loved at the

Museum of the City of New York.)"

It is easy to find similarities between Warhol's pre-Pop work

and Stettheimer's art, but it may all be coincidence, since there is no prool that

Warhol knew any of Stettheimer's paintings beyond those he had been shown at

the Metropolitan. (Parker Tyler's book was not in Warhol's library when he died

though he did have the Americana Fantastica issue of View.) Yet in certain of

Warhol's works of the 1950s, there are touches that recall Stettheimer: the hand

written signature of the artist that is integral to the composition of the piece, tin

linear flattened drawings of figures, the frequent use of flowers, the occasional

use of gold leaf.
2b

The next step in the Stettheimer revival took place in the early 1970s as

feminism began to question old discriminatory canons and establish new per-

spectives. In 1971, a biography of Florine (written by Parker Tyler) appeared in

Notable American Women, a three-volume biographical dictionary that marked a

new era in the writing of women's history. A product of the women's movement

of the late sixties and the burgeoning women's studies programs, the dictionary

provided information on the lives of forgotten women, among them Stettheimer.

Stettheimer's art infiltrated the first generation of feminist

artists and their students through written accounts of her career, although the

works themselves were still largely unknown. But as feminist art developed, it

began to find its own precursors in a history that was simultaneously being writ-

ten; art and canon formation were thus inextricably linked. In Stettheimer's

case, the art itself became more visible in 1973, when the last of the paintings,

drawings, sketchbooks, and costume designs that had remained in Stettheimer's

estate were placed in an exhibition arranged by Columbia curator Jane

Sabersky, an old friend of Stettheimer's friend Kirk Askew.

The work of Mira Schor is typical of the response of early femi-

nist artists to Stettheimer. Schor, a student in the CalArts Feminist Art program

in the early seventies, did not know Stettheimer's work when she began her

series of Story Paintings in 1972.
' ; She became familiar with it soon after, howev-

er, and recognized a relationship between her series and the autobiographical

and narrative elements in Stettheimer's work. In 1976, Stettheimer was included

in the landmark exhibition "Women Artists: 1550-1950," organized by Ann

Sutherland Harris and Linda Nochlin. The exhibition, which opened in Los

Angeles and traveled to New York and Pittsburgh, introduced Stettheimer to a

larger public. The following year, the sculptor Barbara Zucker wrote one of the

first reevaluations of Stettheimer's career from a feminist perspective.-" Zucker's

awareness of Stettheimer's decorative qualities seemed to have pushed her own



art from the geometric to the figurative. Her works, such as the 1977 Three, a

grouping of polychromed sculptures of conduit, sheet metal, and flocking, resem-

ble long-stemmed flowers, an equivalent of Stettheimer's bouquets.
-"'

Linda Nochlin's classic essay on Stettheimer, written in 1980

and reprinted in the present catalogue, recognizes the varieties of Stettheimer's

appeal—her social acuity, her camp sensibility- This sensibility had been appar-

ent in the 1973 Columbia exhibition, whi,ch included not only Stettheimer's

paintings but also the dolls that she had made as models for the costume designs

for Four Saints in Three Acts. Stettheimer clothed the doll-characters in a variety

of costumes—from monk's habits to sailor outfits to modern dress—in man}- dif-

ferent colors and materials and added props such as palm trees made with

boughs of feather, baldachins of silk, furniture elements of coral. These dolls

gave some sense of the kitsch rococo of the production's decoration. "The colors

and the materials she suggests," said Virgil Thomson, describing the decors to

Gertrude Stein in 1933, "are merely an amplification of the dazzling fairy-tale

effect ordinarily aimed at in the construction of religious images out of tin and

tinsel and painted plaster and gilding and artificial flowers." 30

Ii was just this qualit) that appealed to the artist Thomas

Lanigan-Schmidt, who saw the exhibition. As an artist, Lanigan-Schmidt wanted

to celebrate his origins, his blue-collar Catholic childhood, and to create an

"art" that was comfortable in his environment (the Lower East Side of New

York), that was not destined to be abducted from that site to the clean white

walls of a museum. In the late sixties and seventies, this seemed to Lanigan-

Schmidt the only definition of a correct art. Despite the social elegance of the

ThoHtOi hmigfln Stimuli
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Stettheimers, they seemed to Lanigan-Schmidt to embody just such an antidote

to the sterility of modernism. In 1 '!(>}!. he had begun to construc t in his studio in

his East Village apartment an installation that he called The Summer Palace oj

Czarina lathna. The multiroom installation was curtained with plastic hags from

the cleaners and densely hung and festooned with handmade ornaments. A cen-

terpiece of the installation was an altar (covered by an Indian bedspread or

sometimes a shower curtain) set against a wall of shelves made of milk crates.

The floor was covered with a dense rubble of overturned chalices, out of which

spilled fake- gold coins and lollipops, plastic wrapped and colored with Magic

Markers. Lanigan-Schmidt constructed all this out of the cheapest materials

aluminum foil, ruby-red tinted cellophane, and plastic wrap and allowed theii

sickeningly sweet colors— turquoise, gold, pink, blue—to predominate. He- per-

ceived in Stettheimer a shared love for the fantasy-luxury of cheap commodities

of the sort sold for religious celebrations in Europe and ethnic communities in

the US." Charles Ludlam, the impresario of the Theater of the Ridiculous, a

famous site for queer theater in downtown New York, described "Mr. T."

(Lanigan-Schmidt) and Lanigan-Schmidt's Gilded Summer Palace of Czarina Tathua:

If only he could combine his taste for botanicas. gypsy store fronts

and Puerto Rican boys with the grandeur that was Rome.... the

grandeur that was St. Petersburg He prayed to St. Catherine for a

sign. And the sign came. He would build the Artorama. a genre more

Oueer than Mexican folk art and a thousand times more detailed than

Macy's Christmas windows. The artorama would be the apotheosis of

the Catholic religious holidays. Christmas and Easter rolled into

one. an electric train. tin foil wonder clty where jewel encrusted

rats in ecclesiastical garb murmur novenas in detailed replicas of

Faberge Easter Eggs. 32

Mira Schor

Goodbye CalAns!, 1972

Gouacht on paper, 22 x 30 in.

Collection of the artist



"Mr. T." was an actor in Withdrawal from Orchid Lagoon, a loft performance

created by Jack Smith, the filmmaker and performance artist. Smith created

exotic ambiances out of junk that functioned as the mise-en-scenes for his

loosely structured but hypnotic performances, famous among the small down-

town New York audiences that participated in them.

This trajectory, connecting Stettheimer's dolls, Lanigan-

Schmidt's own work, Charles Ludlam, and the trash-glitz installation-perfor-

mances ofJack Smith in one panoramic continuum, though it hardly represents

the known narrative of American twentieth-century art, relocates Florine

Stettheimer's art. In its own time an epitome of modernist sophistication, it also

presages the subjective, narrative, sexual, and decorative tendencies that are at

the core of postmodernist art at the end of the century.
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Barbara J. Bloemink

zing Sight

florine stettheimer and Temporal Modernism

The great misinterpretation of twentieth-century art is the

claim . .that cubism of necessity led to abstraction . . , cubism was

about the real world. . . faced with the problem that photography

had made figurative painting obsolete, the cubists performed an

exquisite critique of photography. 1

Lacking the iconic imagery and transcendent subject matter of much

paradigmatic modernist painting, Florinc Stettheimer's work is rarely included

in discussions of avant-garde art in America. Yet in the truest sense,

Stettheimer is a modernist painter and her work reflects what Frederick Karl

has defined as "the common thread for anyone who yearns to be Modern....

the ability to refurbish the language, of art, whether through disruption and

new formations, or through colors, tones, sound sequences, visual effects,

neologisms" [emphasis added]." Layered within most of Stettheimer's mature

paintings is a highly sophisticated exploration of perception and empirical

experience that consciously subverts the tradition that had guided the previous

four centuries of classical Western art.

The experience of the optical as an alternative to the ideal is

not limited to modernist art, but has coexisted, albeit quietly, for centuries. Art

historian Kenneth Clark posited the art of the North as an "alternative con-

vention," in order to distinguish fourteenth- through seventeenth-century

Northern European painting of the nude w hich he describes as "painstaking

Flemish realism" and "defiant truthfulness") from the classical canon followed

concurrently in the art of Southern Europe. 1 Svetlana Alpers in turn pointed

out how, until recently, Dutch art (like Stettheimer's painting) has often been

incorrectly categorized as "barren entertainment" rather than as a searching

exploration of how the relationship of art to the world is like that of the eye

itself.' Most recently, Anne Hollander coined the phrase "proto-cincmatic" to

define Northern European art as one based on optical experience rather than

on formal ideals.
5

For too long, the Western history of art has been defined as a

linear process of innovation and distillation, a cultural form of Social

Darwinism that can be compared to an arrow shooting forward into the



present. According to this interpretation, American modernist painting evolved

toward a simple, dominant imagery and abstraction as exemplified by the work

of Stettheimer contemporaries Georgia O'Keeffe, Charles Sheeler, and Arthur

Dove. However, a second, increasingly accepted definition emphasizes alterna-

tive yet concurrent aspects of modernism, including the active subversion of

traditional modes of perception and picture making, and investigates how con-

cepts can originate and interrelate in different disciplines simultaneously.

This latter tendency is a far more legitimate reflection of how

we actually live and perceive the world than the traditional Renaissance

"frozen moment." Human life as well as the history of art and literature are

not monolithic, linear concepts that proceed like "a train with one car follow-

ing another in an orderly fashion." Instead, like history itself, they move in

multiple, simultaneous dimensions.'' The tendency toward synthesis and multi-

plicity can be found in numerous prototypical modernist examples, such as

Baudelaire's concept of correspondence, Wagner's Gesamtkunstwerk, the literary

explorations of Proust, Joyce, and Stein, and the transformational notions of

time and space found in the burgeoning film industry. The attempt to represent

the world in terms of actual optical experience, "visualizing sight," and the flux

of experience rather than intellectual fictional completeness can also be used to

define a second, "alternative" definition of American modernism as exemplified

by Florine Stettheimer's work.

Just as Marcel Proust's narratives are constructed through

detail and nonsequential time, Stettheimer's paintings represent a continuously

unfolding biography of an era in which themes of memory, family intimacy,

and events are superimposed over occasional chronological anchors. Although

Stettheimer collected photographs and cartes d'optique of exotic sites in her

youth, her poems reveal that she later recalled her early life not in static, iso-

lated moments, but as sensory, diachronic accumulations. Her primary memo-

ries were of the ongoing cacophony of sounds, textures, and colors in her sur-

roundings. Her mature paintings, executed after 1916, reflect this orientation,

and in so doing they directly challenge the arrested moment captured by the

camera lens and Renaissance perspective. In this sense, they reflect the experi-

enced flux and montage of moving pictures rather than the static results of the

still camera.

In 1914, finding themselves cut off from further European

travel by the impending war, Florine Stettheimer. her mother, and two

oun<j;< usii is abandoned man\ o! iheii belongings in Paris ami embarked l"i

New York. Stettheimer never again left America, except for a short vacation to

Canada many years later. She sailed into New York Harbor as a mature, forty-

three-year-old artist whose aesthetic sense reflected four decades of European

culture, theory, and art. Although her past ail (raining in New York, Paris, and

IU.oi.MINK



Munich had been largely academic, her wide-ranging interests and curiosity had

exposed Stcttheimer to many innovative ideas and tendencies that comprised

the nucleus of modernism. Chief among these was an acute interest in tempo-

ral experimentation, which she used in developing a new manner of painting.

As one of the few American artists privileged to have actively

participated in pre-World War I European culture, Stettheimer was an impor-

tant carrier of that culture to a new location. Her largely European upbringing

allowed her to view her native country from a uniquely sophisticated and

objective perspective. As a result, she was able to satirize the blossoming ol

modernist America to a far greater extent than many of her contemporaries,

who had had limited exposure to European art and theory. Art critic Paul

Rosenfeld appropriately defined Stcttheimer's work as "an expression of

aspects of America, tinged with irony and merriment of a very perceptive and

very detached observer." 8

The New York to which Stettheimer returned had changed

significantly in the last decade. No longer bound by the rigid codes of conduct

that defined her early childhood, the city had become the global personifi-

cation of the new modern century. As one French social scientist noted:

" Today as a result of the revolutionary changes brought about by modern

methods of production, [America] has again become a new world. ...It may

even be a new age.""

A form of optimistic liberalism permeated American thought,

and the overall mood was one of change, excitement, and innovation, symbol-

ized by Einstein's theories of time, motion, and relativity and the growing

domination of the machine. Many European refugees arriving in New York

heralded American technology, while simultaneously dismissing Europe as a

dying civilization. Evidence of technological change was everywhere, and some

proclaimed the era a complete break with the past. The impact of the machine

not only affected methods of work and transportation, but challenged tradi-

tionally held notions of time. Overnight the amount of time necessary for

accomplishing certain tasks changed, as did perceptions of the self and the

world. This provoked many artists to seek new styles and manners of working

characteristic of the new era. Some, such as Charles Sheeler, Man Ray, and

Marcel Duchamp, introduced actual machine motifs into their work, while oth-

ers, Stettheimer among them, chose instead to borrow mechanically-based

means of representing reality rather than specific imagery.

The still photograph represents the ultimate fulfillment of the

Renaissance model of one-point perspective achieved by mechanized means. It

became the main focus against which some modernist artists such as Stett-

heimer reacted. In Stettheimer's case, the principal variable with which she

worked was temporal: creating time-based evocations of personal experiences



so as to include associate sensations not captured by the camera lens (the

sounds and frenzied activity of urban life, selected focus, incipient movement,

sequential events, and simultaneity). Stettheimer's contemporary, Gertrude

Stein, acknowledged that traditional linear and visual narrative was inappropri-

ate for the twentieth century because of the high-pitched intensity of modern,

media-filled Life. "Instead of projecting one forward in time to a single resolu-

tion," she argued, "a modern narrative should force one into the fullness and

depth of each moment, and should proceed as a succession of such

moments."' Stettheimer wrote a poem intermingling the noises, color, and

movement of the city into an empirical memory of her perceptions of newly

modernist New York:

New York

At last grown young

with NOISE

AND COLOR

AND LIGHT

AND JAZZ

DANCE MARATHONS AND POULTRY SHOWS

SOULSAVINGS AND RODEOS

GABFESTS AND BEAUTY CONTESTS

SKY TOWERS AND BRIDAL BOWERS

SPEAKEASY BARS AND MOTOR CARS

COLUMNISTS AND MOVIE STARS''

Four years after her arrival, Stettheimer also committed her

impressions of New York to canvas, capturing not only a panoply of visual

detail but also, through her new method of working, creating a visual evoca-

tion of the experience of returning to her native city at the crest of a new era.

The painting (p. 5), alternatively titled New York and Liberty, can be read as an

acknowledgment of the liberation she felt in shedding the strict disciplines and

academic tendencies of her past. Reinforcing this idea, an over-scale relief ren-

dition of the Statue of Liberty, made of gilded plaster, stands prominently at

the painting's lower left corner. Near its left foot is a small figure in red that

could be a self-portrait of the artist.

The painting is a homage to New York at a time of flux.

Although all the elements could have existed contemporaneously, the discrete

composition and wide range of evident architectural styles and technologies

indicate the passage of time. The center is empty; however, the distorted scale

and upward tilt of the destroyer at lower right imply a forward movement into

the scene that panoramically encircles the central void. New York's past her-

itage is encoded at the bottom of the painting in the artist's rendition of the

city seal Hanked by a traditional Dutch sailor and a Native American.
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Stettheimer pictured the Manhattan skyline as an amalgama-

tion of traditional and modern arc hitecture, with .1 partially completed lower

of steel girders adjacent to and dwarfing the city's Federal-style municipal

buildings and courthouse. At the front left of the island, small townhouses

recall the city's historic architecture. Stettheimer took license in recreating the

island's visual imagery. Prominent structures, such as the Woolworth Building,

the dome of the US Custom House, and the towers of the Metropolitan Life

and Bankers Trust buildings, have been repositioned to create what the artist

felt was the most aesthetically pleasing skyline. ( )n the right, crossing the Kast

River, the artist included all the major municipal bridges, among them the

Brooklyn Bridge, which was one of her favorites. At the left edge of the island.

Grant's Tomb and the statue of Columbus are visible even though they are

actually located closer to the other end of Manhattan.

Stettheimer also alluded to variations in time and tradition in

New York by including a curious mixture of technologies. Two battleships cruise

toward the center and offer a contrast to the large destroyer at the lower

right, on which stands President Woodrow Wilson. A small traditional paddle-

boat crosses in front of the boardwalk: to the right, the Staten Island ferry can

be seen either leaving or entering its terminal. Different forms of traditional

and modern airborne transportation are also included—at the upper right cor-

ner a dirigible floats horizontally in the sky, a hot-air balloon rises at center,

and at the left, a propellered biplane soars vertically to the sky. Stettheimer,

with her typical modernist humor, claimed to find her first view of an airplane

disappointing because she had already seen aviation on the silver screen. Her

reference to the movies is significant, because the new medium of cinema

encapsulated many of the new aesthetic tendencies by offering a way to invert

linear narrative and more realistically approximate human perception.

Stettheimer's fascination with the modern era extended to

popular culture, as is evident in much of her later work. Her interest in ver-

nacular forms can be seen in another poem she wrote:

Then back to New York

And skytowers had begun to grow

And front stoop houses started to go

And life became quite different

And it was as tho' someone had planted seeds

And people sprouted like common weeds

And seemed unaware of accepted things

And out of it grew an amusing thing

Which I think is America having its fling

And what I should like is to paint this thing. 12



For Stettheimer, her newly reclaimed modernist New York offered a visual

spectacle reflective of a Bergsonian theatrical performance produced by

Russian impresario Sergei Diaghilev.

Henri Bergson, considered a primary spokesperson for mod-

ernist philosophy, conceived of life as an unpredictable "continuity of flowing"

rather than as a linear evolution. For Bergson, consciousness defined itself

through intuition, memory, and personal idiosyncrasy; a stream of conscious-

ness he termed la duree, in which the past, present, and future commingle

simultaneously, as in Stettheimer's New York painting. The French philosopher

searched for "equivalents" that would express the intangible and multiple

aspects of life. In 1912. while living in Paris, Stettheimer and her sister Ettie

went to the College de France in order to hear Bergson lecture, and the artist

undoubtedly found his views consonant with her experience of Ballets Russes

productions in Paris.

Diaghilev's Ballets Russes reflect another, related cultural tenet

popular in the years before World War I, that of Gesamtkunstwerk. The term

refers to the integration of art forms, rather than the traditional perception of

them as separate elements in a production (in dance, for example, this would

include stage design, choreography, costumes, and music). To this end,

Diaghilev gathered together many of the most innovative artists of the time

and created the Ballets Russes. Under his direction, the formerly minor scenic

aspects of ballet productions assumed a more creative function. From 1910 to

1913, Diaghilev's company toured Europe, influencing literature, theater, inte-

rior decoration, painting, and fashion. The music, costumes, and choreography

of the Ballets Russes all had interpretive significance and were dramatically

expressive, forming what was later referred to as "dynamic modernism." For

Diaghilev, the goal of art was not to teach but to provoke, inspire, and unlock

experiences in the viewers. Every aspect of his productions was therefore inten-

sified to heighten the audience's emotional identification. The stage was treat-

ed as a plastic space, its volumes shaped by creative use of lighting, move-

ment, and architecture.

Stettheimer attended a performance of Diaghilev's L'Apres-midi

d'un faune, danced by Nijinsky, only ten days after its Paris premiere in June

1912. Her reaction was ecstatic . Fight years later she painted her memory of

Nijinsky dancing in Music (p. 7). The painting is composed around the image

of a dream, revealing Stettheimer's fascination with Freudian theory and

dreams, prevalent concepts of the era. Both Bergson and Proust used memories

and dream imagery to characterize nonlinear modernist time. For Proust,

memory validated experience, and for many modernist writers and artists,

internal imagery, whether memories or dreams, was as veritable as external

perceptions." In later years, Stettheimer placed Musit in her boudoir so that it
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could l>c seen from her veiled lace bed. Thus as she lay down to sleep, she

could watch herself dreaming.

In the painting, the artist placed herself asleep on a canopied

bed at the middle left. She is suspended in dream time, unaware of our obser-

vation. In this duality of watcher and watched, Stcttheimer's painting acts as a

metaphor for perception, differentiating between vision, voyeurism, apprec ia-

tion, and aesthetic response. In a circle around her bed are images from her

favorite productions of the Ballets Russes enacted by Nijinsky and fellow per-

former Adolph Holm, who, dressed as the Moor in Petrouchka, lies on his back

at lower left. Kadi figure within the composition appears unaware ot the oth-

ers. Like modernist music, the figures are self-referential, their actions nonse-

quential, disharmonious, and improvisational.

Stetthcimer combined notions of dreaming and themes of

memory and dance in another surreal work painted a decade later. Titled Love

Flight of a Pink Candy Heart, the painting (p. 24) again includes a portrait of the

artist at the middle left, this time daydreaming while looking down from a

canopied balcony. Spread out below are ironic portraits of various men, real

and imagined, who passed through her life, including patrician photographer

Arnold Genthe, entering from the left, painter Charles Demuth, a star-crowned

Apollo, a minimally but patriotically garbed Adonis in the center, and a naked

man on a white charger riding in the opposite direction at the upper right. As

in Music, each figure in Love Flight exists in psychological isolation. Trumpets

blare, and a child shoots an arrow into a lace-edged heart, as the artist, seen

again at lower right, dances with a mysterious harlequin figure (Duchamp?).

The sense of space is indeterminate, made the more so by the trajectory of the

child's arrow that turns back into space and by the men's bodies, lying splayed

in all directions, defying normal gravitational forces. Knigmatic, nostalgic,

transient, the various elements of the painting invest the work with a sense of

love fighting a losing battle against the realities of time, i.e., love as time's

fool. As conceived by Stettheimer, the voyage of life and love is made up of

isolated episodes, arranged in our memory like miniature versions of a Mozart

or Rossini opera.

Before she left Kurope, Stettheimer designed her own ballet,

inspired by her love of the Ballets Russes. Complete with libretto and full cos-

tume maquettes, it conveyed a notion of romance as a fleeting moment in an

otherwise staid, disciplined life. She titled her ballet Orphee of the Qjiat'z Arts

and based its content on a contemporary incident in modern Paris, the artists'

Bal des Quat'z Arts. 1

' Stcttheimer's ballet does not follow a traditional story

line, but instead represents a prolonged duree, a modernist narrative, not ori-

ented toward any final resolution. The meager "story" traces the procession of

a group of costumed students and their lavishly decorated floats. At one point



in their revelry they are joined by a proper young woman, Georgette (a surro-

gate for Stettheimer 1

, who momentarily disembarks from her father's fiacre

and joins the dancers. They replace her formal evening clothes with a

diaphanous gown and dance until morning, when she again climbs into the

fiacre and drives away.

In designing the ballet, Stettheimer not only made watercolors

of each of the figures (p. 77), but she also, created bas-reliefs of each scene

and three-dimensional models of the main characters. The models enabled

Stettheimer to explore a wide variety of materials such as cellophane, tinsel,

sequins, and fur, and to experiment with modes of art making foreign to her

past training. As a result of her work on Orpine, related issues of performance

and audience became deeply ingrained in Stettheimer's aesthetic sensibilities;

and her memories and experiences of the Ballets Russes influenced all her

later paintings and theatrical productions. Most of her paintings after 1920 are

organized as if they were scenes from a continuing performance. This is rein-

forced by the sense of arrested movement and the graceful, fluid poses of the

figures. In 1934 Stettheimer returned to her early interest in stage design. At

composer Virgil Thomson's invitation, she conceived and designed the stage

sets and costumes for the Virgil Thomson/Gertrude Stein opera, Four Saints in

Three Acts.
1 " Her use of gilding, tinsel and cellophane, clear white light, and

richly textured materials earned Stettheimer the highest critical praise and

notoriety of her career; however, her primary creativ e outlet remained painting.

Soon after her return to New York in 1914, Stettheimer had

significantly brightened her palette. She abandoned the mixed tones of acade-

mic painting, choosing instead to apply pure colors straight from the tube.

During these first years back in America, her subject matter was exclusively

limited to her family and close friends at social gatherings. Many of the works

echo well-known and admired compositions from the history of art, updated to

reflect contemporary settings. Her intention was not to imitate past traditions

something she had been doing for thirty years), but to appropriate and trans-

form the models, creating original works whose meaning lay in the differences

between them and their predecessors. In 1859-60, Charles Baudelaire had

observed: "If a patient, exact but only moderately imaginative artist, having to

paint a courtesan of today, were to take his inspiration. ..from a courtesan by

Titian or Raphael, it is extremely probable that he would produce a false,

ambiguous and obscure work. The study of a masterwork of that time. ..will

teach him nothing about the bearing, the look. ..or the vital aspect of one of

these creatures...." Edouard Manet took up Baudelaire's challenge with his

Olympia, whose impudence comes from its aura of contemporaneity."

Stettheimer in turn revisited Olympia by painting an ironic nude self-portrait

reclining in a similar pose and further parodying earlier Renaissance models
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Pages from an album offorty drawings for costumes and one for scenery for the ballet

Orphee of the Ouat'z Arts. c. 19 12



(p. 79). At the same time, the knowing, audacious facial expression of

Stettheimer's nude self-portrait makes a bold statement about the modern,

"new" woman in twentieth-century culture.

Stettheimer was an inveterate, opinionated, and astute student

of Western art history and theory. During the decades prior to 1914, she often

revisited art museums and galleries across Europe, voraciously looking at and

reading about art. As her youngest sister Ettie remembered, "Florine... spent

practically all the hours of her days working. Her evenings. ..she spent read-

ing. ..everything concerning art published in English, French and German...." 18

Among Stettheimer's favorite works were paintings by Pieter Bruegel and

Velazquez. In her diary of 1912 she described visiting the Prado in Madrid

and seeing Velazquez's Las Meninas: "to my surprise it had the quality of real-

ism attributed to it by those who write about it—no reproduction does it jus-

tice, it is more real than the spectators before it....'"" In explaining proto-cine-

matic art by artists such as Bruegel, Velazquez [and Stettheimer herself], Anne

Hollander observes:

The forms inside the frame can be so arranged that the frame itself

SEEMS to be moving through space and the action inside it perpetu-

ally going on. The eye may move over it. or even in and out of it,

with the random scan it uses on real life. . . Like film it suggests a

great deal more than it states and makes strong, if unarticulated

demands on the individual viewer. ..all these effects are naturally

stronger when the subject matter inside the frame is familiar and

CONVENTIONAL. . . .
zo

Proto-cinematic paintings offer equivalents to the actual expe-

rience of seeing. As forms of "pictured vision" contradicting one-point perspec-

tive, these works signify an openness to experience that also characterizes

American modernism, particularly as practiced by Stettheimer. Both Bruegel's

and Velazquez's work share with Stettheimer's mature paintings the use of

open, kinetic, anticlassical compositions: figures enter the paintings from differ-

ent angles, many in mid-step or gesture, implying imminent progression. The

viewer's eye is invited to enter, roam randomly, pause and move back and

forth within the compositions. The poses of figures are unusual and often unfa-

miliar, further augmenting the appearance of unfinished movement.

Two of Stettheimer's most fully realized portraits, those of her

friend Alfred Stieglitz and of her mother, use the device of the figure progress-

ing through space to introduce the element of time. In 1928, Stettheimer

painted Stieglitz (p. 80), looking very youthful for sixty-four, wearing his char-

acteristic black cape. Caught in mid-stride, Stieglitz's sense of imminent

motion is reinforced by the concurrent entrance of two artists from his gallery:

at the left, a shod foot and cane signal the entrance of Charles Demuth, who
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was to die of diabetes seven years later. The ermine-cuffed hand of society

photographer Baron Adolph de Meyer, at the right, reac lies out to grasp the

doorknob to the gallery. Known to initiates as "the Room," Stieglitz's gallery

opened in room 'M)'.
1
) of the Anderson Gallery building in 1

( ('2.~> to showc ase the

work of John Marin, Georgia O'Keeffe. Arthur Dove. Marsden Hartley, Paul

Strand, and Stieglitz himself. Stieglitz repeatedly begged Stettheimer to join

the group, as had some other friends, including Demuth. de Meyer, and oth-

ers; but she constantly refused his offers.

In the portrait, one of Stieglitz's hands smoothes the collar

of his cape, while the other lightly touches a thickly painted dark spiral form

that is barely visible against his cape. The curved spiral echoes an earl\

charcoal drawing by O'Keeffe, one of a group entitled Special that first brought

O'Keeffe to Stieglitz's attention. O'Keeffe's presence is repeated in the

painting by a profile, gouged out of the- paint, and placed Janus-like against

Stieglitz's head; and her name is written vertically and bac kwards on the wall

behind. Painter Arthur Dove sits leafing through a book at the lower left.

Various other artists' names are scattered throughout the composition along

with references to Stieglitz's favorite sites, such as Saratoga Racetrack and

Lake George, shown in a painting by O'Keeffe that hangs in front of a dry-

mounting press.

Self Portrait, c. 19 15-16
Oil on canvas, 47 x 67 in.

Columbia University in me City ofNew York; Gift of the

Estate of Ettie Stettheimer, 1967



Stettheimer's portrait is also filled with references to Stieglitz's

avid love of photography. The palette is largely black-and-white, parodying

Stieglitz's vocation, just as the "stopped action" of the figures relates to the

practice of taking photographs. Stettheimer, in a letter to O'Keeffe, acknowl-

edged that the portrait's "accuracy" was entirely relative: "I don't think I have

painted your special Stieglitz— I imagine I tried to do his special Stieglitz—but

probably only achieved my special Stieglitz...." 2 '

Stettheimer used time in a more subtle, metaphoric sense in

her portrait of her mother, Rosetta, painted in 1925 (p. 17). This reading is

reinforced through the palette. The scene in the far background, seen through

lace-trimmed glass doors, is painted in pastel colors to signify spring and

Rosetta's past, earlier life. In a garden circumscribed by a white picket fence,

the ghostlike images of five Stettheimer children play around a large raised

platform. The ages of the children indicate that the scene dates from the

1880s. Nurse Maggie Burgess holds baby Ettie, as young Walter and his dog

stand nearby. At their right, eldest child Stella turns toward Walter, while

Carrie and Florine perform on a stage. The freedom and amusements of the

scene recall part of a poem Stettheimer wrote about her childhood:

Portrait of Stieglitz. 1928



In our oleander treed yard on a stage

I sang "Little Maggie May" with bliss.

I dressed up in paper muslin

With fringes and gold stars

In that golden era when to

Adventures there were no bars. 22

The middle ground of the portrait Is empty Rosetta lias

already passed through this stage in her life and is continuing toward winter

and old age. The accessories that fill the portrait—Venetian glass, a gilded

table, and a grand piano, are all a tribute to Rosetta's way of life. The ri< h

jeweled colors of the foreground, with the emphasis on red, black, while, and

gold, are repeated in the figure. Caught in mid-stride, Rosetta steps out

toward the viewer and an unknown future with a bewildered, dreamy expres-

sion on her face. The forward movement of her body is reinforced by the tilt-

ed table and bookcase that create a strong diagonal with her figure at the cen-

ter. The portrait is a tribute to a feminine sensibility and to life's transience

and has none of the staid, eternal aspects of traditional parental portraiture.

Before 1917, Stettheimer's compositions focused on close fami-

ly and friends. However, as her family's social circle expanded, other members

of New York's avant-garde made a regular appearance in her paintings. During

humid New York summers, the Stettheimers often rented estates along the

Hudson River. There they entertained their growing circle of artists and intel-

lectuals. In 1917, Stettheimer combined incidents from several parties into a

composition titled Sunday Afternoon in the Country (p. 36). The painting is a con-

temporary reinterpretation of the eighteenth-century genre known as fete

galante, which depicts the outdoor recreational pastimes of the leisure class. 23

As in the majority of Stettheimer's work after 1916, the com-

position of Sunday Afternoon is arranged like a theatrical proscenium. The centei

is virtually empty, and around it are arranged twenty figures and an almost

encyclopedic scattering of small animals and birds. The whole reads like an

anthropological view of the era's prominent social classes. Every figure can be

identified by characteristic features, clothing or accoutrements; and for many,

their placement is derived from ac tual experience. Few of the figures interact

with one another—each seems absorbed in his or her own thoughts and activi-

ties, playing patience, making handstands on the grassy slopes of the stream or

chatting over a food-laden table. There is no single unified action that brings

them into mutual play. Instead, each area of the composition acts as a sepa-

rate tableau, as in the theatrical revues popular in Paris and New York at the

turn of the century. In these revues, plurality was the prime directive, and

unrelated events were spliced together with total disregard for continuous nar-

rative. As a contemporary critic observed in 1912. "The cortege of a revue is



composed of multiple characters, disparate, ceaselessly renewed, always

inevitably foreign to an initial postulate It is precisely the revue's lack of

cohesion which give it its charm...." 24 As in Stettheimer's paintings, the

motifs used in revues were vernacular, but the syntax was foreign to all but

the initiated.

Stettheimer used a "montage" form of figural placement in

Sunday Afternoon. The filmic characteristics of this were not lost on the artist,

who often included images of photographic processes in her work. At the lower

left of Sunday Afternoon, for example, photographer Edward Steichen adjusts his

box camera in order to photograph young Marcel Duchamp resting against a

yellow table.'" Stettheimer's burgeoning interest in playing with temporal ele-

ments within a single painting is apparent in the self-portrait at upper right.

Barely visible, she sits wearing her white harem pants and painting the scene

taking place in the gardens on a canvas that rests against a red easel. The

artist is observer and observed simultaneously. The painting incorporates the

time lag necessary for her to have moved from the foreground where she

would have depicted the figures facing front, to the upper right, where her

angle of sight is quite different. Like Bruegel, Stettheimer used numerous

details to localize the scene, resulting in a deliberate tension between specifici-

ty and her generalized, purposefully childlike technique."

In several works, Stettheimer took her experimental mix of

temporal moments a step further, to create paintings which are "zoned for

time" by the repetition of characters and the inclusion of sequential events

within a single canvas. Since time cannot be "seen," it can only be experi-

enced by the act of reading images across the surface of a painting. A person

cannot be in two places at once; by repeating a figure within a composition, it

becomes subliminally apparent to viewers that they are looking^at distinct

moments in time. This practice was regularly followed in medieval, Trecento

and early Renaissance painting. Stettheimer particularly admired the multi-

episodic work of Duccio, that "sought to establish a series logic. ..by the delib-

erate repetition of recognizable characters..." and so "required the spectator to

read sequentially from scene to scene."'
27 After about the mid-fifteenth century,

this practice of multiple narratives virtually disappeared and was replaced by

.111 interest in capturing a single perfect moment, frozen in time. For the next

four centuries, Western artists and audiences were indoctrinated with the illu-

sion that "realism" was based on the human eye's ability to see each moment

as complete in and of itself and not in constant flux. This practice and percep-

tion of reality continued until Cezanne broke up the picture plane and the

Cubists .iml I'uturists unfroze the pictorial moment b\ introducing polyperspec-

tivism or temporal duree, possibly under the influence of serial photography.

Not only did these innovations offer viewers the sense of seeing several
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vantages at once; but through the assumption that it takes time to see different

views of a single object or event, they reintroduced a temporal clement into

painting. This lag-time, necessary to read all the elements in a painting, is

essential to understanding Stctthcimer's work.

In L917 the Stettheimer sisters threw a birthday party for

Marcel Duchamp, which Stettheimer immortalized on canvas. Although lluent

in French from years of living abroad, the sisters took weekly French lessons

from the young artist, who would often come and spend summer weekends at

their rented Westchester estates. In La Fete a Duchamp p. 1U
, Stettheimer

introduced several distinct time periods within a single composition. The after-

noon is bright and sunny. Duchamp and fellow artist Francis Picabia can be

seen arriving in a red roadster at the upper left corner. The two men appear

again at the bottom edge, waving as they arc about to enter the gardens.

Wearing white embroidered harem pants, Stettheimer disengages herself from a

conversation with artist Albert Gleizes and steps forward to greet them. After

they enter the front gate, Duchamp and Picabia separate. Duchamp goes to sit

in a covered swing at the left with actress Fania Marinoff, and Picabia moves

to the right front lawn, where he lies on his stomach and talks with fellow

Frenchman Henri-Pierre Roche. Various guests and friends are scattered

through the middle ground of the composition. At the right, Ettie Stettheimer,

sitting with her back against a tree, reads sur I'herbe from one of her novels. In

a nasty caricature that makes fun of his deafness, Leo Stein is shown on either

side of Ettie, straining to understand her through his hearing aid.

As in real life, the painted festivities continue into the night,

as seen along the upper third of the canvas. The sun has vanished and all illu-

mination is provided by hanging Japanese paper lanterns. The many guests

who spent the afternoon enjoying the sun are shown again, seated at one of

three tables under a roofed veranda overlooking the gardens. Ettie Stettheimer

stands at far right, raising her glass to toast Duchamp, who is seated at the far

left, but rises to accept the tribute.

Although the painting displays at least four distinct periods of

time, when the work was publicly exhibited in 1918 no one commented on the

composition's unusual temporal sequencing. Art critic Henry McBride merely

remarked that he was sorry not to have been invited to the party. Only

Penelope Redd, Stettheimer's most perceptive reviewer, made any mention of

the unusual temporal qualities of many of the artist's paintings:

Miss Stettheimer carries the art of painting to its completest power

of expressing a number of incidents occurring simultaneously. A

BOOK REQUIRES PAGES TO RELATE CONCURRENT EVENTS; A DRAMA REQUIRES

WORDS TO DO THE SAME, BUT A PAINTING, BY ITS VERY NATURE MAY EXPRESS

EVENTS SIMULTANEOUSLY.... 28



One beautiful spring afternoon, the Stettheimers traveled

up the Hudson River by boat and rented a car to drive around West Point.

Stettheimer decided to commemorate the day in paint. As with La Fete a

Duchamp, she composed West Point (p. 96) as a sequential narrative played out

on a vertical, two-dimensional canvas. The military academy grounds provide a

scenic backdrop for the progression of herself, her mother, and sisters as they

pass through the day in counterclockwise- fashion. The women arrive at the

lower left, standing at the far end of a ferry. The artist differentiated each

woman's clothing by a primary color, except for her mother, Rosetta, who

wore only black. Once on shore, the Stettheimers are again visible as they are

whisked through the entrance gates in an open car. They then advance to the

parade grounds, where they disembark to watch the pageantry at a cadet

review. After a stop for lunch in the Academy Hotel and further excursions

through the public buildings, the women are finally seen walking the grounds

in the upper left third of the painting. 29

Marcel Duchamp, who became one of Stettheimer's closest

friends, often discussed art and art theory with the artist. Early in the century,

while studying painting in France, he befriended a number of artists, among

them Albert Gleizes, Guillaume Apollinaire, and Fernand Leger, who were

interested in exploring theories of the "fourth dimension" in painting. 10

Duchamp was intrigued by the possibility of subverting traditional "truths"

such as one-point perspective and "retinal painting." The time-space continu-

um of relativity, non-Euclidean geometry, and the exploration of the intervals

between objects in space amused the Frenchman. Many years later he stated,

"
I liked the fourth dimension as one more dimension in our Jives. ...It was

mostly talk with us, but it did add an extra-pictorial attraction."" Duchamp

was also fascinated by the possibility of painting "static representation of move-

ment," or what he termed "/a multiplication' or "elemental parallelism," which

he explored in paintings such as Nude Descending a Staircase. Duchamp at one

point suggested to Stettheimer that she revive the anecdote or narrative in

painting; and he affectionately described the coloristic and temporal sequencing

in her work as multiplication virtuelle:

"Group" is an excellent designation for the type of paintings that you

have made . group is mobile, that is to say. instead of considering

only the different situations colored or formulated on the canvas .

one has to join what the different points would give if they changed

places. and a virtual multiplication through color adds to the mobil-

ity of these points . the whole is not left to the imagination but is

regulated by optical necessities. common to nearly every individual. 32

Through literature, particularly the work of H.G. Wells,

notions of the fourth dimension quickly entered popular culture on both sides
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of the Atlantic. In The Time Machine, for example, Wells' time traveler

explains:

Any real body must have extension in four directions: it must have

Length, Breadth. Thickness and DURATION. .. .THERE are really four

dimensions, three which we call the three planes of Space, and a

fourth. time. there is, however, a tendency to draw an unreal

distinction between the former three dimensions and the latter,

because it happens that our consciousness moves intermittently in

one direction along the latter from the beginning to the end of our

lives [emphasis added].

As with traditional portraiture, Wells' time traveler observes

that still photographs of a person are only "sections" or three-dimensional rep-

resentations of the person's four-dimensional being. Gertrude Stein echoed this

idea when she wrote, "'What docs il matter what an\l>od\ docs. The newspa-

pers are full of what anybody does and anybody knows what anybody does but

the thing that is important is the intensity of any body's existence." 33 For

Stein, portraits represent temporally distinct spatial units; a person is defined

not through appearance, which constantly changes, but through interests and

avocations."

Given her close friendship with Duchamp and her voracious

appetite for reading and popular culture, Stettheimer was undoubtedly aware

of current experiments with the fourth dimension and contemporary discus-

sions of its possible applications. Stettheimer's portraits of close friends, paint-

ed in the 1920s, indicate that she continued to experiment with these concepts

in selected paintings. Just as Gertrude Stein used linguistic repetition in

order to force readers to live in the immediacy of each moment, Stettheimer

Edward Sttichrn

Mancl Duchamp, 1917

Toned gelatin silver print, 9 5/8 x 7 1/2 in.

Philadelphia Museum of Art; The Ijouise and Walter Arensberg Collection



followed suit in visual terms by repeating images of her sitters in order to con-

vey the multiple facets of their personalities, interests, and lives. In this, her

work echoes Proust's observation that personality is revealed by unraveling a

sitter's past and all that has clustered around it: "The whole of that past which

I was not aware that I carried about within me " 35

Stettheimer focused the central area of her portrait of fifty-

year-old art critic Henry McBride (p. 11) on his image as a well-preserved

dandy with a healthy sense of self-importance, vanity, and egotism. She paro-

died his vocation by picturing him as the judge at a tennis tournament. Hilton

Kramer, in a later review of the painting, noted that for an art critic tin-

notion of "keeping score" has multiple meanings. The tennis metaphor is rein-

forced by McBride's eclectic, catholic interests: the subjects of his reviews

jumped back and forth across time between renowned American artists from

the turn of the century to relatively unknown contemporary artists. In the por-

trait, Stettheimer surrounded the central figure of McBride with references to

his varied interests and avocations, placed like a multiscreen backdrop. Only

through extended study does the viewer realize that the figure of McBride is

repeated several times throughout the composition. Each quadrant represents

another facet of his life—as sports fan, farmer, defender of nineteenth-century

American art, and admirer of new tendencies in modern art. Tiny personifica-

Henry McBride on Winslow Homer, c. 1924



tions of McBride can be seen keeping score al another tennis match al the

lower left, painting a never-ending picket fence at lower right, staring out at a

Winslow Homer-like sea at upper right, and gazing on various examples of

contemporary art at upper left.

Similarly, in Stcttheimer's portrait of Carl Van Vechten (p.

10), the enlightened viewer learns about the sitter through the accumulation of

information gathered through attentive observation of details over time. Just as

she did not differentiate between dreams, memories, and the present in her

paintings, Stettheimer often conflated aspects of her sitter's avocations with

their everyday lives. Carl Van Vechten was an extraordinarily versatile man

with a boundless curiosity. A writer, music critic, photographer, chef, and

ardent supporter of the Harlem Renaissance, Van Vechten is difficult to cate-

gorize, and so he remains under-recognized. Stettheimer's solution to the mul-

tiple facets of his character was to seed her composition with various refer-

ences from his daily life and from that of the protagonist in his thinly dis-

guised autobiography, Peter Whiffle.

Like Van Vechten, Whiffle is a Midwesterner who escapes to

New York and Paris and throws himself into epicurean self-gratification.

Echoing Proust's notion of real time operating simultaneously on multiple lex-

els, Whiffle declares that "great art is not linear.. ..All great art is a matter of

cataloguing life, summing it up in objects." 36 Stettheimer likewise packs the

extravagantly painted canvas with informative details from Van Vechten's life

and interests. For example, Van Vechten's various novels are stacked under the

watchful eye of his favorite tabby cat, the typewriter on which his novels are

written lies at the far left (coded with the artist's name, one letter to a key),

and through a balcony at left one can see various examples of Van Vechten's

favored forms of public entertainment: the theater, streetside bars, and night

life. At right, adjacent to the piano and book-filled shelves, is an "altar" to

Van Vechten's Russian-born wife, the actress Fania Marinoff, whose name is

spelled out on the carpet under the vanity. Although Van Vechten tended to

be corpulent, in the novel Peter Whiffle is described as thin and "curled...into

a sort of knot," often smoking Fatima cigarettes. Stettheimer therefore includes

the sitter twice: he is shown uncharacteristically thin in the middle of the com-

position and somewhat more pneumatic in the upper regions.

Stettheimer often used her palette to subtly convey informa-

tion about her sitters. In the portrait of Van Vechten, she drenched the com-

position with incendiary reds, yellows, and blacks, corresponding to the dra-

matic character of the sitter's personality and interests. By contrast, in her

portrait of Marcel Duchamp, she eliminated all saturated colors, leaving onl\

thin veils of celadon green with rose highlights. In this manner, she reinforced

the ephemeral, intangible nature of Duchamp's personality and his interest in



eliminating "the physical aspect of painting" in favor of work in the service of

the mind. 38

Like Stettheimer, Duchamp was essentially a private person, a

consummate dandy who played different, transformational roles in society,

often blurring the distinction between imagination and the real world. For his

public roles, Duchamp created several alternate, artistically constructed and

choreographed personas: the art businessman, the inventor/engineer, and the

female impersonator Rrose Selavy. Stettheimer incorporated these distinct

selves into Duchamp's portrait. The artist as businessman is portrayed at the

left, sitting in a chair scored with his initials, with a detached expression on

his face. The center and upper regions contain subtle allusions to Duchamp's

various inventions, from the readymades such as Fresh Widow, and his emblem

for the Societe Anonyme, to a translucent image recalling his experiments with

rotating optical discs.
19 Years later Duchamp interpreted the small clock at the

center of the painting as referring to his discussions with Stettheimer about

time as the fourth dimension. 4" Duchamp's female incarnation as Rrose Selavy

perches atop a spiraled stool at the right side.
41 Executed entirely in pale

"rose" tones, the figure retains Duchamp's characteristic facial features, but

her demeanor is far more coy and flirtatious than that of the serious figure at

left.
42

By the late 1920s, Stettheimer was increasingly drawn to dis-

plays of public pageantry and popular entertainment. At the same time, her

interest in sequential incidents gave way to a fascination -Math simultaneity and

other nonphotographic aspects of painting. During the summers, Stettheimer

and various friends often spent several weeks along the New Jersey shore.

They stayed at luxurious hotels along the Atlantic City boardwalk so that the

artist could indulge her interests in popular culture while her family and

friends sunbathed. Atlantic City was the origin of the beauty contest that

enshrined the "bathing beauty" as a key symbol of American womanhood, at

least in the media. In 1924, Stettheimer painted herself and several friends

watching such a contest 'p. IK . in which the contestants, from blonde- Miss

Atlantic City with her star-spangled swimsuit, to sleekly sophisticated Miss

Spring Lake Beach, compete for the attention of elegant, male judges.

Given the subject matter, one would expect the focus of the

painting to be on the ladies parading their wares in the center of the composi-

tion. However, Stettheimer painted the contestants in pale, fugitive colors,

against a riotous embellishment of grass-filled urns. The confusion of line and

the faint, almost invisible demarcation of the women's bodies causes the major-

ity of the contestants to fade into the background and disappear. The artist's

greater interest lay with the judges at right, the African-American musicians at

lower left, and the images of herself and her friends in the upper left corner.
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As a result, the painting's front and back left quadrants are in clear, sharp,

detailed focus, while the middle ground is a blur. This selective focus would

not have been possible at the time by mechanical means, further reinforcing

Stettheimer's interest in subverting the capabilities of the still camera, while

exploiting the singular possibilities available to the artist working with paint on

canvas.

Stettheimer accomplished the same end by similar means in

her painting Cathedrals of Fifth Avenue (p. 29). The work is filled from top to

bottom with a variety of architectural and decorative details, portraits and

images- all appropriate to the New York society wedding taking place at cen-

ter. Images of consumer items to benefit a new bride, from Altman's furniture

to Tiffany jewels, fill the sky. The artist included detailed miniature portraits

of various friends, including Charles Demuth with his cane, writers Max Ewing

and Muriel Draper, and the three Stettheimer sisters at the lower right.
43 At

the lower left, a policeman on horseback and the photographer Edward

Steichen focus their attention on the wedding party, whose members stand on

red-carpeted stairs leading into a vast cathedral. The groom is a tall elegant

man with handsome, dark features. Although normally the center of interest,

the bride and the bridesmaids are barely distinguishable. Their individual fea-

tures are swallowed up and lost in a white blur of paint, reflecting the artist's

characteristic disinterest in portraying women other than family members. To

reinforce her basic lack of curiosity in the wedding. Stettheimer included a

detailed and fully visible miniature of a parade celebrating Charles Lindbergh,

complete with flags and marching bands, in the far left center.

Throughout the 1920s and 1930s. Stettheimer freely employed

aspects of image making available to the painter and not the photographer,

including rearranging locations of buildings and sites, selective focus, and inti-

mations of movement and sound. All these elements reflect the artist's continu-

ing interest in exploring temporal relations and notions of simultaneity.

Stettheimer's engagement with sound and movement is evident in the early

1920s in works such as Spring Sale at Bendel's and Asbury Park South, (pp. 6, 9) in

which figures leap, twirl, and dance across the composition, their movements

choreographed to a score the viewer cannot hear. These works offer a panoply

of movement that reflects the unconscious bodily gyrations of visitors to an

elegant black beach or at a spirited sale in a major department store. In earli-

er works, such as Sunday Afternoon in the Country' (p. 36). Stettheimer had visually

and anthropologically catalogued characteristics of her intimate circle of

friends and family; but their poses for the most part are restrained. In later

paintings, the artist continued to act as observer and social historian, but her

arrangement of figural groupings and individual gestures became far more

dynamic.



Sound also plays an essential role in Cathedrals of Broadway,

which Stettheimcr painted in 1929 (p. 28). In order to express the excitement

and tumultuous activity the addition of sound brought to the cinema screen,

the artist again conflated various buildings and activities into a densely crowd-

ed composition. The sky is lit with the names of ornate movie houses—the

Roxy, the Rialto, the Strand, etc. At the lower center, Stettheimer inscribed

the word "silence," an admonition that is. reinforced by the finger gesture of a

gilded statue in the foreground. At the middle left, huge crowds of eager

moviegoers gather outside the roped entrance to the central stage.

In another feat not possible with the camera (but again

reflecting the artist's interest in early Italian Renaissance painting), Stettheimer

opened the composition to show both the inside and outside of the Paramount

movie house. At lower left, a liveried usher welcomes the artist, her elder sis-

ter Stella, and her nephew into the theater. He directs their attention to the

large, central screen, on which is seen a black-and-white film of Mayor

Fiorello La Guardia about to throw out the first baseball of the season. At the

same time, another elegant, liveried usher at the right beckons and welcomes

us into the painting, directing us to the ticket window. The multiple activities,

incendiary colors and simultaneity of Cathedrals oj Broadway's composition imply

the bustling movement, varied sounds and aural excitement of Times Square

at the moment when sound became an integral part of the silver screen.

A similar sense of boisterous activity amid a cacophony of

sound is ev ident in Stcttheimer's painting Cathedrals of Wall Street (p. 30). As in

earlier paintings such as New York and Christmas (p. 20),
44 Stettheimer freely

moved identifiable Manhattan buildings and sites to suit her whim. In

Cathedrals of Wall Street, she relocated various banks and law firms, the US Sub-

Treasury Building, the Custom's Clearing House, and the blackened spire of

Trinity Church to flank the columnar New York Stock Exchange building. An

august grouping of figures, including Eleanor Roosevelt, Mayor La Guardia.

Captain Classen W ilson of the Marine Corps, and a Native American chief

look on from the lower right. Meanwhile, at the left, brass bands accompany a

drum majorette, an itinerant preacher gesticulates at an unseen audience and

pronounces biblical passages, and Salvation Army officers, situated in the

Glory Hole, sing a rousing rendition of "God Bless America." Amid this med-

ley of sounds, waving flags, and gilded splendor, Florine Stettheimer. shown at

the right holding a large bouquet of flowers, marches in time with the music.

Her pose is mimicked by the large gilt statue of George Washington above,

who seems about to march forward into the composition.

Stettheimer's final painting, Cathedrals of Art (p. 31), like so

many of her other works, is composed around a largely empty center.

Stettheimer originally titled the work "Our Dawn of Art"; and she used the

BLOEMINK



painting, which remained unfinished at her death, to satirize the krv players in

the New York art world at a particular moment in the city's cultural history.

The painting is Stettheimer's most classically composed work; its central stair-

case, with loosely grouped clusters of figures, is reminiscent of the most

Renaissance of paintings, Raphael's School of Athens. This appropriation of tin-

very classical model against which Stettheimcr reacted in most of her mature

work implies that, in the artist's opinion. New York's three major art museums

are far from progressive. Cathedrals of Art is divided into four compositional sec-

tions. Kach of the three background areas represents a different museum: I he

Museum of Modern Art at the far left, The Metropolitan Museum of Art in

the center, and the Whitney Museum of American Art at the right. The city's

bastions of visual culture are, in Stettheimer's analysis, posturing, old fash-

ioned, and best left empty. At some point, she wrote a short poem echoing this

attitude:

Art is spelled with a Capital A

And Capital also backs it—
Ignorance also makes it sway

The chief thing is to make it pay

In a quite dizzy way

Hurrah— Hurrah." 5

In the painting, Stettheimer characterizes new art as a nude

putto in the foreground, implying that contemporary art never grows up.

"Baby art" lies on its stomach, the center of attention, in the process of creat-

ing a drawing. The action is frozen and captured for posterity by the flash of

photographer George Piatt Lynes' camera. Meanwhile, admirers and reporters

gather around, recording every utterance on a typewriter, or cooing on their

knees before this paragon of creativity. The naked putto reappears throughout

the composition. At the top of the main staircase, it is being led through the

main hall of The Metropolitan Museum by the museum's controversial young

director, Francis Henry Taylor. Taylor avidly points out significant images

from Western art history that are contained in the museum's permanent collec-

tions, including a cocktail dress worn by a mannequin on a platform at the top

of the stairs. This latter image is an ironic comment by Stettheimer on the

Metropolitan's lack of appreciation of, and only superficial interest in, contem-

porary art, as they had just held an exhibition of contemporary clothing that

included a similar work.

The nude putto appears again at the upper left in the area

designated as The Museum of Modern Art. The putto plays hopscotch on a

Mondrian painting that lies on the floor, while a Picasso woman looks on from

the wall. Facing the putto, former museum director Alfred H. Barr, Jr., posed

like Whistler's mother, sits with his hands folded in his lap. At the composi-



tion's right, representing the Whitney Museum, the walls are devoid of art.

with the exception of a statue similar in style to those produced by the

Museum's founder, Gertrude Vanderbilt Whitney. The Museum's director,

Juliana Force, stands alone, her arms folded, signaling her tenuous hold on the

museum's future direction. Meanwhile in the lower third of the painting, many

of New York's major art dealers and artists, including Alfred Stieglitz, Marie

Sterner, Kirk Askew, Charles Demuth, gather on the main staircase, remaining

outside the three museums' privileged fortifications. Stettheimer placed "art

outsiders," such as critic Henry McBride, and A. Everett Austin, Jr., director

of the Wadsworth Atheneum, on either side of the grand staircase. The young

artist Pavel Tchelitchew peers from behind the column at the left.

The painting is replete with Stettheimer's ironic commentary

on the foibles of the New York art world in the early 1940s. In an ultimate

gesture of scorn for all that is taking place, Stettheimer included herself and

her friend, designer Robert Locher, on either side of the foreground, as the

commere and compere, the male and female interpreters necessary to intelligibly

translate the scene for viewers. Both Locher and Stettheimer, in their attempts

at self-definition and differentiation, produced art that is difficult to categorize

within the increasingly strict definitions used by art museums. The composi-

tion's aura of multiple yet simultaneously seen stages, repeated figures, nonlin-

ear narrative, full focus, and varied potential readings are all characteristic of

Stettheimer's idiosyncratic modernism.

The artist's ultimate control of time is evidentjin her

self-portrait as commere, visible under the gilded canopy at the painting's lower
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right. Stettheimer was seventy-one years old when she began the painting;

however, she chose to portray herself as a virginal, young maiden, dressed in .1

diaphanous, fringed gown and red high heels. Although she counted anions

her close friends most of the significant photographers of the time (Cecil

Beaton, Baron Adolph de Meyer, (ieorge I'latt Iamcs. Allied Stieglit/. Kdward

Stcichen, Arnold (icnthe, Carl Van Vechlcn), Stettheimer, throughout her life,

refused to be photographed, preferring instead to control all images of her-

self.
46 She declined to acknowledge her age in either her painting or her daily

life, correctly perceiving that our culture has problems accepting innovation

and creativity by older women despite their greater experience and wisdom.

This cynical attitude toward men and aging women is evident in another of

her poems, which she titled "Civilizers of the World":

They like a woman

to have a mind

They are of

Greater

interest they

FIND

They are not

very young

Women of that

KIND." 7

Stettheimer consistently portrayed herself in her paintings as an

ageless young woman, often wearing clothes such as harem pants or a velvet

pantsuit to facilitate working, and holding the accoutrements of her profession

as artist. Only once was her real age captured in an image. During the late

thirties and early forties, the artist Marguerite Zorach made two quick pencil

sketches of Stettheimer (p. 92). Stettheimer is known to have hated the draw-

ings, executed without her consent or knowledge, since they accurately reflect

her physical appearance as an aging woman. The drawings were not published

until a decade after her death, and only remain in Stettheimer's archives

because Zorach eventually gave them to the Stettheimer family lawyer.

Although she largely ignored the formal criteria by which

most art historians define the term modernism, Fiorine Stettheimer consciously

controlled specific characteristics of her paintings—such as composition, color,

and context- in a manner in keeping with much of the modernist theory dis-

cussed by her friends and contemporaries, including Duchamp, Stein, and

Picabia. Stettheimer's modernism grew out of a willful decision to reject the

Renaissance "frozen moment" and instead create a uniquely personal style.

Beyond its highly idiosyncratic imagery, this style was characterized by cine-

matic narrativity, multiplicity, and synthesis, terms equally relevant to contem-



porary discussions of the fourth dimension and to the burgeoning fdm industry.

Stettheimer's sources were varied and represent her eclectic and wide-ranging

interests and readings, from the Ballets Russes to Proust. Fifty years after her

death, her reputation continues to grow, but her work subverts facile defini-

tions. Ultimately, Stettheimer preferred the modern artist's right to choose

whatever focus, events, images, or perspective she fancied at any given time.
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Linda Nochlin

Florine Stettheimer: rococo subversive (1980)

It is admittedly difficult to reconcile the style and subject matter of

Florine Stettheimer with conventional notions of a socially conscious art.
1 The

Stettheimer style is gossamer light, highly artificed and complex; the iconogra-

phy is refined, recondite, and personal in its references. In one of her best-

known works, Family Portrait #2 of 1933 (p. 27), we see the artist in her preferred

setting: New York, West Side, feminine, floral, familial. The family group

includes her sister Ettie, whom she had portrayed in an equally memorable indi-

vidual portrait ten years earlier, sitting to the artist's right. lit tie was a philoso-

pher who had earned a doctorate in Germany with .1 thesis on William James,

but later turned to fiction. She wrote two highly wrought novels, Philosophy and

Love Days, publishing under the pseudonym "Henrie Waste,"- novels which would

certainly by today's standards be considered feminist in their insistence thai

woman's self-realization is incompatible with romantic love, and, in the case of

Love Days, in the demonstration of the devastating results of the wrong sort of

amorous attachment.

To the far right is her sister Carrie, also the subject of an earli-

er individual portrait, hostess of the family parties and creator of the dollhouse

now in the Museum of the City of New York. This last project was the work of a

lifetime, complete with miniature reproductions of masterpieces by such artist-

friends of the Stettheimers as Gaston Lachaise and William and Marguerite

Zorach, as well as a thumbnail version by Marcel Duchamp of his Nude

Descending a Staircase. Off center, hieratically enshrined in a shell-like golden

mandorla, is the matriarch, Rosetta Walter Stettheimer. She is here shawled in

lace, Florine's favorite fabric, which Ettie and Carrie are wearing as well.
3 The

artist herself, however, is clad in the dark painting suit that served as her work

outfit, although this relatively sober turn-out is here set off by sprightly red

high-heeled sandals. The whole world of the Stettheimers. set aloft amid

Manhattan's significant spires, with the blue waters surrounding the island visi-

ble below, is guarded by a stellar Statue of Liberty and domesticated by the

exuberant baldachin of 182 West 58th Street the Alwyn Court, their dwelling

place). The scene is at once distanced and brought to the surface of the canvas

by the resplendent three-part bouquet that dominates the composition. Perhaps

each flower is meant as a reference to a sister; perhaps the willowlike frond

binding them all together is meant to refer to their mother.' In any case, the

stylish floral life of the bouquet dwarfs and overpowers the human life in the



painting. One may choose to see that bouquet, and indeed, the painting as a

whole, as a kind of testimonial offered by the artist to her family, her city, and

to the very world of vivid artifice she created with them. "My attitude is one of

Love/ is all adoration/ for all the fringes/ all the color/ all tinsel creation," she

wrote. 5

Certainly the mature style of Florine Stettheimer is based on

highly idiosyncratic responses to a wide variety of sources, ranging from the

later effusions of Symbolism (including the American variety recently brought to

focus by Charles Eldredge in an exhibition at the Grey Gallery) to the decora-

tive style of Henri Matisse and the set designs of the Ballets Russes—projects by

Hakst. Benois, and Goncharova—which the artist encountered in Paris before

World War I. More specifically, she seems to have been influenced by her friend

Adolfo Best-Maugard, the Mexican artist and theorist, who playfully juggles the

seven basic forms of his aesthetic system in his hand in Stettheimer's 1920 por-

trait of him. Best-Maugard's A Method of Creative Design, first published in 1926,

systematizes various vanguard notions of the time into decorative, linear, at

times quite witty configurations (p. 98). His illustrations to the book

—
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"Curtains," "Rosettes and Flowers," or "Modern Surroundings," for example

—

share many characteristics of Stcltheimer's treatment of the same themes, yet

can hardly be considered a unique source. On the contrary: Stetthcimcr had

acquired a thorough knowledge of the bnropcan art tradition dining In i years

on the Continent; as a student abroad, she had commented on artists, art work,

and collections at considerable length and often with great astuteness in the

pages of her diary. 1
' At the same time, she was well aware of the most advanced

currents of the art of her own period, and was closely allied through Iriendship

and mutual interest with the people who made it. The Stettheimers' i in le oi

friends included Marcel Duchamp, whose portrait Florine painted in 1923 p.

12), Elie Nadelman, Albert Gleizes, Gaston Lachaise, William and Marguerite

Zorach, and many others. Primitive and folk art seem to have played a role in

the formation of the artist's style as well—as did, perhaps, the elegant and inc i-

sive graphic stylishness of contemporary Vanity Fair cartoons. A comparison of

Stettheimer's Natatorium Undine of 1927 (p. 21) and Divers, Divers, a cartoon of the

same year by the witty and feminine Fish,' gives some indication of just how far-

ranging Stettheimer's eye actually was.

Often, just when we think she is being her most naively "unin-

fluenced," Stettheimer is in fact translating some recherche source into her own

idiom. Such is the case with the Portrait of Myself of 1923 (p. 32), which draws

upon the eccentric and visionary art of W illiam Blake, whose reversal of natural

scale, androgynous figure style, and intensified drawing seem to have stirred a

responsive chord in Stettheimer's imagination. Blake's illustration for his Song of

Los, with the figure reclining weightlessly on a flower, seems to have been the

prototype for Stettheimer's memorable self-portrait, and indeed it had been pub-

lished in Laurence Binyon's Drawings and Engravings of William Blake in 1922.

Certainly, the artist was conversant with the literature of art: "I think she must

have read everything concerning art published in English, French and

German...," wrote her sister Ettie in the introduction to Florine's posthumously

published poems in 1949."

But as much as Stettheimer's evolved style depends on resource-

ful borrowing and translation, even more does it depend, like all original styles,

On a good deal of forceful rejection. In order to arrive at her own idiosyncratic

language of form, she had to turn away not only from traditional formal values

like those embodied in the academic nudes she painted around the turn of the

century (while studying with Kenyon Cox at the Art Students League), but also

those of modernist abstraction. In any case, no matter what its derivations or its

novelties, Stettheimer's style, at first glance, hardly seems an appropriate vehicle

for the rhetoric of social message.
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Nor do the subjects of many of the artist's more ''documentary" works, like

Soiree/ Studio Party of 1917-19 or Sunday Afternoon in the (,'ountry of 19 17 pp. 1. Ub.i,

seem to have that public character, that easy accessibility characteristic ol a pub-

lic art of social consciousness. The social character of these works is of a very

private kind. The sitters are the privileged denizens of a most exclusive world,

the world of the Stct theimers' entertainments, soirees, and picnics. In Studio

Party, along with Florine herself, that world is seen to include the Lachaises,

Albert Gleizcs, Avery Hopwood, and Leo Stein; in Sunday Afternoon, those enjoy-

ing themselves in the elaborately cultivated garden of "Andre brook." the

Stetthcimers' place in the country, are Marcel Duchamp, Edward Steichen,

Adolph Bolm, the dancer, and Jo Davidson, the sculptor. And—an additional

touch of aesthetic distancing— Stettheimer herself seems to have seen these gath-

erings as justified by her transformation of them into works ol art. In a poem of

about 1917, recorded in her diary and later published in Crystal Flowers, she says:

'Our Parties/ Our Picnics/ Our Banquets/ Our Friends/ Have at last—a raison

d'etre/ Seen in color and design/ It amuses me/ To recreate them/ To paint them.'"

Indeed, far from looking like an art of social purpose, Stett-

heimer's paintings seem as though they might best be considered an expression

of Camp sensibility at its highest—the Figures weightless, sinuous and androgy-

nous; the settings unswervingly theatrical; the inherent populism or even vulgari-

ty of some subjects, like Spring Sale at Benders of 1921 or Beauty Contest: To the

Memory of P. 'T. Barnum'" of 1924 (pp. 9, 18), mediated by a pictorial structure fan-

tastically rococo, distanced by decorative reiteration. And Camp sensibility,

defined by Susan Sontag in her seminal article of 1964 as "a certain mode of

aestheticism," of seeing the world in terms of a degree of artifice, of stylization"

(a definition which serves admirably to sum up Stettheimer's pictorial expres-

sion), is explicitly contrasted by Sontag with artistic attitudes of deep social con-

cern and awareness. She sees Camp sensibility as opposing both the moralism of

high culture and the tension between moral and aesthetic passion which she finds

characteristic of avant-garde art; it is. in her phrase, "wholh aesthetic." "It

goes without saying," she asserts, "that the Camp sensibility is disengaged,

depoliticized—or at least apolitical." 13

Yet in insisting on the explicitly social impulse behind

Stettheimer's art while pointing out its overtly Camp qualities, I am not being

merely paradoxical. Rather, it seems to me that events and shifts of ideological

position in the more than fifteen years since "Notes on 'Camp'" appeared—above

all. that striking redefinition of what is generally considered to be social and

political in import rather than private or even aesthetic, a change effected largely

by public and militant activism of blacks, women, and gays (the very territory of

Camp itself, from Prancing .Nigger to the present)—have made us far more aware

of an actively subversive component inherent to Camp sensibility itself. This sub-



vcrsiveness may be quite validly viewed as social or political commitment in its

own right.

In 1980, there is justification for seeing Camp—in many ways a

fiercer and more self-assured continuation of the half-petulant, half-parodic foot-

stamping poses ofJin-de- siecle Decadence—as a kind of permanent revolution of

self-mocking sensibility against the strictures of a patriarchal tradition and the

solemn, formalist teleology of vanguardism.- This recent transformation of the

ideological implications of Camp is itself a good reason for taking seriously a

notion like that of the "social consciousness" of Stettheimer.

When we get down to looking at the artist and her work concretely and in

detail, however, we might do better to view her reconciliation of social aware-

ness with a highly wrought Camp vision of life as simply one of a number of

paradoxes inherent to her nature and her situation. First of all, Stettheimer was

both an insider and an outsider: comfortably wealthy, a giver of parties, a friend

of many interesting and famous people, but Jew ish and, as the page's of her

diary reveal, very aware of it) and, although an artist, a very private artist,

known only to a rather special group of admirers, and a woman artist at that.

Secondly, she was a determined feminist, yet equally determined to be feminine

in the most conventional sense of the term. Her bedroom was a dream-construc-

tion of lace and cellophane, her clothing and demeanor ladylike; yet, at the

same time, she was capable of voicing in her poetry a quite outspoken and

prickly antagonism toward male domination. One such poem, published in the

posthumous volume of her verse, Crystal Flowers, is an ironic musing on models:

'Must one have models/ must one have models forever/ nude ones/ draped

ones/ costumed ones/ 'The Blue Hat'/ ' The Yellow Shawl'/ 'The Patent

Leather Slippers'/ Possibly men painters really/ need them—they created

them."" Still another, titled "To a Gentleman Friend," begins, quite startlingly:

"You fooled me you little floating worm..."; 1

' while another, more poignant and

untitled, sums up bitterly the self-muting deception forced on women by the

men who admire them: "Occasionally/ A human being/ Saw my light/ Rushed

in/ Got singed/ Got scared/ Rushed out/ Called fire/ Or it happened/ That he

tried/ To subdue it/ Or it happened/ He tried to extinguish it/ Never did a

friend/ Fnjoy it/ The way it was/ So I learned to/ Turn it low/ Turn it out/

When I meet a stranger / Out of courtesy/ I turn on a soft/ Pink light/

Which is found modest/ Even charming/ It is a protection/ Against wear/ And

tears/ And when/ I am rid of/ The Always-to-be-Stranger/ I turn on my light/

And become myself." 1 "

Self-contradictions abound in the Stettheimer personality and

outlook. She was a snob but an ardent New Dealer, a fanatic party-giver who
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in her diary complained of a particularly spectacular party given in her honor

that "'it was enough to make a socialist of any human being with a mind

Some of these contradictory stances are admittedly trivial; others are less

paradoxical than they seem. For a woman, for instance, the boundaries

between subjective preoccupation and social awareness are by no means abso-

lute; at times they effectively coincide. Then again, both the snob and the

social activist share a highly developed sensitivity to the defining characteristics

of class and milieu. And finally, and perhaps most important in separating

apparent contradiction from the real variety, although Florine Stettheimcr may-

have gloried in artifice—that is to say, the authentic and deliberate creation of

fantasy through suitably recondite means—she absolutely loathed phoniness, that

pretentious public display of false feeling she assoc iated with I lie high culture

establishment. Two of the most significant poems in Crystal Flowers make this

distinction perfectly clear, and, at the same time, together, are a perfect

paradigm of the loves and hates of Camp sensibility. On the one hand, "I hate

Beethoven": "Oh horrors!/ I hate Beethoven/ And I was brought up/ To

revere him/ Adore him/ Oh horrors/ I hate Beethoven// I am hearing the/

5th Symphony/ Led by Stokowsky/ It's being done heroically/ Cheerfully

pompous/ Insistently infallible/ It says assertively/ Ja-Ja-Ja-Ja/ /Jawohl

Jawohl/ Pflicht—!— Pflicht!/ Jawohl!/ Herrliche!/ Pflicht!/ Deutsche Pflicht/

Ja-Ja-Ja-Ja/ And heads nod/ In the German way/ Devoutly—/affirmatively/

Oh—horrors.""

Pomposity, dutifulness, the heavy, automatic response to an

implicitly patriarchal infallibility—such are the things which fill Florine

Stettheimcr with horror. What inspires her with delight is the very opposite

of all that is heavy, dutiful, solemn, or imposed by authority. She articulates

her loves in a hymn to lightness, lace, feminine sensibility, and the godd<

of it, her mother—a paean to the adored textures, sounds, and objets d'art of

childhood: "And Things I loved / Mother in a low-cut dress/ Her neck like

alabaster/ A laced up bodice of Veronese green/ A skirt all puffs of deeper

shades/ With flounces of point lace/ Shawls of Blonde and Chantilly/

Fichues of Honeton and Point d'Esprit/ A silk jewel box painted with

morning glories/ Filled with ropes of Roman pearls/ ...Embroidered dresses

of white Marseilles/ Adored sash of pale watered silk/ Ribbons with gay

Roman stripes/ A carpet strewn with flower bouquets/ Sevres vases and gilt

console tables/ Mother reading us fairy tales/ When sick in bed with childhood

ills— / All loved and unforgettable thrills."'" Mother, lace, and fairy tales belong

to the cherished world of dream—artifice; Beethoven, German solemnity, and

hollow affirmation to that of dreary falsehood. Nowhere is she more forthright

about the distinction.



With that distinction in mind, one might well raise some questions about conven-

tional notions of an art of social concern itself, especially as these have recently been

articulated in our own country. Must a public art of this kind be solemn, pompous,

and alienated? Or can it, on the contrary, be personal, witty, and satirical? Can one's

friends and family be seen as participants in history, and, conversely, can the major

figures of history be envisioned as intimates, as part of one's own experience? Is it

possible for imagination and reality to converge in a lively, problematic image of con-

temporary socieiv? Must history, in other words, be conceived of as something ideal-

ized, distant, and dead that happened to other people, or is ii something that involves

the self? And what, precisely, are the boundaries between the public and the private?

Why has such a distinction been made in the creation of art? All these issues are

raised, although hardly resolved, by the art of Florine Stettheimer.

Four Flowers Under a Canopy, c. I 92 I



On the simplest level <>l historical awareness and politic al

conviction, there is Florine Stettheimer's lifelong admiration lor America and

Americanness: her own kind of patriotism. Both West Point of 1917 (p. 96), for-

merly at the US Military Academy, and Mew York/ Liberty of 1918 (p. 5) oiler

examples of this patriotism, which is warmed by the glow of the expatriate

recently reunited with her birthplace (the Stettheimer sisters and their mother

had returned to New York from Europe at the outbreak of World War I). West

Point, commemorating a visit of August 29, 1917. is a pictorial record—a topo-

graphically accurate continuous narrative of the Stettheimers' trip to the I S

Military Academy by Hudson Dayliner, by car, and on foot. The composition

features the symbolic flag and eagle, and places George Washington a lifelong

idol of Florine's and perhaps, as father of her country, an apotheosis of the miss-

ing Stettheimer pere—at the heart of the composition in the form of a bronze

copy of the 1853 Union Square equestrian portrait by Henry Kirke brown

(which had recently been obtained by Clarence P. Towne and dedicated in

191")i. In Mew lork/ Liberty, Washington plays a relatively minor role as a tiny

statue in front of the Sub-Treasury, at the end of a long vista, but the painting

is really a homage to another symbol of American grandeur: the Statue of

Liberty. The painting, inspired by Woodrow Wilson's visit to the Peace

Conference of 1918, is minutely detailed, and the historic implications of the

panorama are underscored by the palpability of the statue, built up in relief of

putty impasto covered with gold leaf, so that, literally as well as figuratively,

Liberty stands out.
1 "

Although Stettheimer can hardly be counted among the ranks

of notable activists in the cause of racial equality, it is nevertheless true that

black people figured quite regularly in her work, from the time ofJenny and

Genevieve of about 1915 to that of Four Saints in Three Acts, the Gertrude Stein-

Virgil Thomson opera for which she designed the sets and costumes in 1934.

Her sympathy for black causes can, in addition, be inferred not merely from her

work but from her close friendship with one of the staunchest supporters of

black culture, the music critic, belletrist, and bon vivant, Carl Van Vechten.

One of the most ambitious and complex of all Florine Stettheimer's social inves-

tigations of the twenties is devoted to a black environment, the segregated beach

of Asbury Park South (p. 6). The subject, which also inspired a poem, 1'" may well

have been suggested by Van Vechten, whose portrait she did in 1922 (p. 10),

and who figures in the reviewing stand to the left in Asbury Park South.
:[ An

extraordinarily active promoter of black cultural interests, Van Vechten spent

most of his free hours in Harlem literary salons and nightclubs during the twen-

ties. He loved and publicized jazz, which, he maintained in his capacity as a

music critic in 1924, was "the only music of value produced in America." The

black writer James Weldon Johnson said in the early days of the Negro literary



and artistic renaissance that Carl Van Vechten, by means of his personal efforts

and his articles in journals, did more than anyone else in the country to forward

it. Walter W hite, founder of the NAACP, was a close friend, as were literary fig-

ures like Langston Hughes, Countee Cullen, and Zora Neale Hurston. In his

later avatar as a photographer, Van Vechten created an extensive gallery of por-

traits of blacks prominent in the arts; he received an honorary doctorate in 1955

from Fisk University, to which he donated his collection of black musical litera-

ture and where he established the Florine Stettheimer Memorial Collection of

Books about the Fine Arts.

The extent of Van Vechten's involvement with black culture

was noted in the pages of Vanity Fair in the form of a caricature of the music

critic in blackface by his friend Covarrubias, the Mexican draftsman, and a pop-

ular song of about 1924, "Go Harlem," advised its listeners to "go inspectin' like

Van Vechten." Van Vechten's parties were famous for their heady mixture of

black and white celebrities; Bessie Smith might be found rubbing shoulders with

Helena Rubinstein. Florine noted in the pages of her diary that she had met

Paul Robeson and Somerset Maugham at one of Carl and Fania's parties. n In

1926, Van Vechten published \igger Heaven, a brilliant, poignant, unstereotyped,

and sexy novel about various social circles in Harlem, in which the author

reveals the richness and authenticity of black culture and, at the same time, the

tragedy that might ensue for the more educated members of Harlem society

when they tried to enter the white world.' 1 Van Vechten dedicated this work to

the Stettheimer sisters, and Florine thanked him for her copy with a poem:

"Darling Moses// Your Black Chillun/ Are floundering/ In the sea// Gentle

Moses// The waves don't part/ To let us Travel free// Holy Moses// Lead us

on/ To Happyland/ We'll follow/ Thee// Dear Carlo, this is to you in admira-

tion of your courage. Florine, West End, August 1st, 1926." 24

The impact of Van Vechten's passion for all aspects of black

cultural expression was felt not only by Florine but also by his friend

Covarrubias, whose impressions of nightlife in Harlem appeared in Vanity Fair in

the twenties and were published as Negro Drawings in 1927. Certainly, these

drawings offer stylistic parallels to the figure style of Asbury Park South in their

sinuous compression and simplification of form, which Parker Tyler, in the case

of Stetthcimcr's painting, has likened to paleolithic art or Rhodesian rock paint-

ing.'' We may feel that works such as Covarrubias' or Stettheimer's are demean-

ing or caricatural, but at the time, they were viewed by both blacks and whites

as homages to black elegance, grace, and energy. "' Florinc's vision of blacks

—

campy, satirical, and admiring at once, idiosyncratic, clearly a vision of high life

and high times rather than of a worthy but unjustly treated proletariat—is very

different from the blander ideal of the benign melting pot, which informs the

iconography of a work like Lucienne Bloch's mural The Cycle of a Woman's Life,
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completed for the New York Women's House of Detention in 1936 under the

New Deal. In some ways, Florine Stettheimer's vision is closer to today's sensi-

bility in the way it stresses racial uniqueness and self-identification rather than

brotherhood at the expense of authentic ethnicity. But here again, the issue of

public versus private expression comes into question: Stettheimer's work is

intended for a relatively restricted and, of course, voluntary audience. It does

not preach or offer solace. The other is meant for a public place—a prison at

that—and is therefore fated to uplift and to promulgate a consoling mvthology.

But perhaps the most consistent and ambitious expressions of Stettheimer's

social consciousness are the four Cathedrals, a series that engaged her intermit-

tentlv from approximately 192!) until her death in I'll 1. All ol them are in the

Metropolitan Museum; all are large-scale—about 60 by 50 inches—and packed

with incident. In these, her masterpieces, she ingeniously and inextricably min-

gles the realms of reality and fantasy, observation and invention. The Cathedrals

are grand, secular shrines dedicated to the celebration of American life, as

exemplified in its most cosmopolitan, expansive, yet for Stcttheimcr. most inti-

mately known city: New York. She subdivides this celebration of urban excite-

ments into four major categories: the world of theater and film in the case of

Cathedrals of Broadway, 1929; the world of shops and high society in Cathedrals of

Fifth Avenue, 1931; the world of money and politics in Cathedrals of Wall Street.

1939; and finally, the world of art—her own particular world within New

York—in the unfinished Cathedrals of Art, 1942 (pp. 28-31). The compositions are

centralized and hieratic, as befits secular icons presided over by contemporary

cult figures. Yet this centralization is never ponderous or static, but airy and

mobile, energized by fluid, swirling rhythms, animated by a weightless, breezy

sort of dynamism. The iconography of the Cathedrals is both serious and light-

heartedly outrageous, giving evidence of the artist's view that admiration and

social criticism are far from mutually exclusive. The color is sparkling, the draw-

ing soft and crackling at the same time. Each Cathedral, in addition to celebrat-

ing a permanent aspect of New York life, at the same time commemorates a

particular event—in the case of Cathedrals of Broadway, for instance, the shift from

silent films to talkies. In the center, golden Silence is roped off beneath a news-

reel-gray image ofJimmy Walker opening the New York baseball season, while

the blazing marquees of the Strand and the Roxy to left and right proclaim the

advent of the talking film. Cathedrals of Fifth Avenue, besides celebrating a society

wedding and the glories of Hudnut's, Tiffany's, B. Altman's, Maillard's, and

Delmonico's, is also a commemoration of Lindbergh's flight— the hero can be

seen parading in an open car in the background to the left. In all of the

Cathedrals, Florine, her sisters, and her interesting friends figure prominently;

they are part of New York's ongoing life, participants in historic occasions. In



Cathedrals of Fifth Avenue, for instance, above the hood of the car decorated with a

dollar sign on the right, appear the artist and her sisters; between the family

group and the wedding party are Charles Demuth, with Mrs. Valentine Dudensing

and her daughter in front of him and Muriel Draper leaning on Max Ewing to

his left. Arnold Genthe is photographing the ceremony, and Mrs. Walter Rosen

stands next to him in yellow. 27

Florine's celebration of her city finds close parallels, once more,

in her poetry. Not only do several poems explicitly deal with the varied joys of

the city, but in one untitled work the very brand-name explicitness of that loving

celebration is reiterated: "My attitude is one of Love/ is all adoration/ for all

the fringes/ all the color/ all tinsel creation/ I like slippers gold/ I like oysters

cold/ and my garden of mixed flowers/ and the sky full of towers/ and traffic in

the streets/ and Maillard's sweets/ and Bendel's clothes/ and Nat Lewis hose/

and Tappe's window arrays/ and crystal fixtures/ and my pictures/ and Walt

Disney cartoons/ and colored balloons." 28

Yet the Cathedrals depend upon more than mere affection and a

sense of personal participation for their striking unity of feeling and design.

Their complex yet highly readable structure may, indeed, strike a familiar chord.

Despite basic differences of attitude, there is a strange and, as it were, distilled

reminiscence of the murals of Diego Rivera in these works. A comparison with

the revolutionary murals of the Mexican artist may seem farfetched or even per-

verse; nevertheless, the Ministry of Education frescoes in Mexico City were pub-

lished in this country in 1929, "' the year of the earliest of the Cathedral paintings,

and certain common features may be observed to exist in Rivera's The Billionaires

or his Song of the Revolution and Stettheimer's Cathedrals of Broadway or Cathedrals of

Wall Street. It might also be kept in mind that both Stettheimer and Rivera had

made extensive art tours of Europe and had returned to their native lands thor-

oughly familiar with both traditional European artistic culture and the new pic-

torial experiments of the avant-garde. Both were highly responsive to t lie

popular culture and folk art of their own nations. Both regarded their native

lands with critical and loving eyes, and both felt free, for the purposes of their

message—and because both folk and vanguard art encouraged it to incorporate

verbal elements into the pictorial fabric of their works, a procedure which

Stettheimer plays to the hilt in Cathedrals of Fifth Avenue, where "Tiffany's" is

spelled out in jewels, "Altman's" in household furnishings and dry goods.

The third of the series. Cathedrals of Wall Street, signed and dated 1939 but

probably finished after that date, is worth studying in considerable detail, partly

because a good deal of material relating to its genesis is available, partly because

it unites in a single, scintillating image so many of Stettheimer's responses to the
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social issues of her time, as well as her political commitments in her own

terms, of course. In 1

1

'«// Sheet, Big Business conlronls popular pageantry; the

historic past confronts contemporary American life; her beloved New York shel-

ters the major representatives of her equally beloved New Deal. The painting

then is a satiric icon— almost Byzantine in its symmetry, frontality, and golden

effulgence—but an icon up-to-date and jazzy in its staccato rhythms and con-

crete detail; presiding over this icon arc the Father, Son, and Holy Ghost of a

patriotic Trinity: Washington, Roosevelt, and the American Eagle.

Cathedrals of Wall Street is a homage to Mrs. Roosevelt, elegant

in an Eleanor-blue gow n in the center of the piece. She is escorted by Mayor La

Guardia, and is about to be thrilled by "The Star-Spangled Banner" intoned by

Grace Moore, who stands to the right (enter. Among the other identified figures

are Michael Ericson in an American Legion uniform, Michael J. Sullivan, a

Civil War veteran, Claggett Wilson, and an Indian chief.
1" Yet perhaps primarily.

Cathedrals of Wall Street is dedicated to the memory of George Washington; the

artist herself is depicted offering his statue a bouquet inscribed "To George

Washington from Florine St." at the far right. Stcttheimer's affection for the

father of her country was longstanding, going back at least as far as the out-

break of World War I. The sitting room in her Beaux Arts apartment included a

bust of Washington enshrined in a niche. The pages of her diary make reverent

reference to painting the figure of Washington in Cathedrals of Wall Street on the

anniversary of his birth. She notes: "Feb. 22. Washington's Day 1939 I put lots

of gold on Washington"; on February 22, 1940: "'Washington's day—Painted all

day—Washington in the painting."

As far as the Roosevelts were concerned, her affections, though

of more recent vintage, were not less fervent. Evidently, she wanted Van

Vechten to introduce her to Mrs. Roosevelt because she so admired her, and of

course, wished to put her into her painting, but Van Vechten evidently did not

know the First Lady. 11 Florine was an ardent supporter of FDR. In her diary she

notes: "Nov. Fifth 1940—Have just registered my vote for Roosevelt"; on the

6th: "I took off my tel. receiver at seven A.M.—'Roosevelt' said the voice

instead of 'good morning'"; on January 2, 1941: "Inauguration Day—Thank

goodness it came off—heard oath and speech...." On October 24, 1940, she had

noted with dismay: "McBride and Clagg [Claggett Wilson] for Wilkie oh hor-

rors! Showed them Cathedrals of Wall Street and Clagg in marine uniform in it.

The date inscribed on the painting suggests still further and

even more concrete memorial connections. Ninetecn-thirty-nine was the year

dedicated to celebrating the [50th anniversary of George Washington's inaugu-

ration in New York. In George Washington in New York (Columbia University), a far

less ambitious work which, done in the same year, may well be related to

Cathedrals of Wall Street, Stettheimer makes her point by simply juxtaposing a bust



of George with the New York skyline. The inauguration had taken place just

where she set her Wall Street painting, on the steps of the old Sub-Treasury

Building, then Federal Hall, at Wall and Nassau Streets, a site marked by John

Quincy Adams Ward's 1883 bronze statue of Washington, so prominently fea-

tured in the painting. The major civic event of 1939, the New York World's

Fair, like Cathedrals of Wall Street, was planned to commemorate this momentous

occasion. Like the painting, the fair was intended as a tribute to the father of

our country, as the cover of the special "World's Fair Supplement" to The New

York Times Magazine clearly indicates.

The first diary notations about Cathedrals of Wall Street occur in

1938, when plans for various First Inaugural commemorations, and the New

York W orld's Fair, the biggest celebration of Washington's inauguration, were

well under way. On April 18 of that year, Florinc makes reference to putting

Grace Moore singing "The Star-Spangled Banner" into Wall Street and to meet-

ing the celebrated singer at Rose Laird's beauty salon. On April 19, she notes:

"Started to stain the outlines of my new painting 'Cathedrals of Wall Street.'"

She was evidently still working on it well into 1940, when, according to nota-

tions in her diary, she went to visit the Stock Exchange and had her friend, the

lawyer Joseph Solomon, bring her ticker tape to copy. The date 1939 inscribed

on the painting, then, refers to the event it commemorates rather than to the

year the painting was actually completed.

All during the period preceding the inauguration celebrations, sources

of inspiration for the artist's projec t offered themselves in the press. For exam-

ple, although it is not specifically related to the Washington festivities them-

selves, a major illustrated article by Elliot V. Bell titled "What Is Wall Street?"

which ran in The New York Times on January 2, 1938, almost sounds like a

description of the subject and setting of Stettheimcr's painting. The writer dis-

cusses the new focus of attention which has shifted to Wall Street in order to

counteract the business depression, and includes what might be considered a

verbal equivalent of major features of the canvas: "The geographical center of

the district lies at the intersection where Broad Street ends and Nassau Street

begins. Here on one corner stands the Stock Exchange, on another J. P.

Morgan's and on a third the outmoded temple of the old United States

Subtreasury upon which the statue of George Washington stands with lilted

hand to mark the site where the first President on April 30, 1 789, took the oath

of office..."" On April 30, 1938, The New York Times ran an illustrated account of

"A Patriotic Ceremony in Wall Street," subtitled "A view of the exercises in

front of the Subtreasury Building yesterday commemorating the inauguration of

George Washington as the first President of the United States." The report went
1 | ()
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on to describe the representatives of many patriotic organizations and miliiar\

and naval groups with their massed colors which had joined the previous day in

commemorating the first inauguration 149 years ago; the accompanying photo-

graph is remarkably similar to the right-hand portion of Stettheimcr's painting."

In April of the following year, 1939, the 1 50th anniversary of the

occasion, an eight-day rcenactment of Washington's celebrated trip from Mount

Vernon to New York took place, with the participants decked out in eighteenth-

century costume, traveling from Virginia to New York in a 160-year-old coach and

crossing from New Jersey to Manhattan by barge. On April 30, Inauguration

Day itself, there was a ceremony in front of Federal Hall, during which wreaths

like the ones in Stettheimcr's painting were reverently laid at the feet of Washing-

ton's statue; all the patriotic societies paraded, and, according to The New York

Times report, "the nearly empty financial district . . . echoed and reechoed tin-

blaring music of military bands."" Denys Wortman, an artist and cartoonist who

took the part of Washington, was received by Mayor La Guardia at City Hall.

None of these celebrations could, however, match in elaborate-

ness or scale the climactic event of the eight-day journey—the reenactment of

the First Inaugural. The reconstructed ceremony took place beneath the colossal

68-foot-high statue of the Father of Our Country on Constitution Mall as part

of the opening-day festivities on April 30 of the New York World's Fair; Denys

Wortman and his costumed entourage were whisked from Manhattan to Flushing

Meadows by speedboat for the occasion.

All these events must have struck an answering spark in the

breast of someone who admired Washington as much as Florine Stettheimer did.

and many of the reports and announcements of these happenings were illustrat-

ed with drawings and photographs which may well have added fuel to the fire.

One can imagine Stettheimer's enthusiasm for a commemoration which united

her favorite historic personage with her favorite contemporary entertainment

—

George Washington with the World's Fair. And she adored the Fair, visited it

almost daily during the spring and summer of 1939, and, according to her sister

Ettie, hoped to be asked to commemorate it in her art, a hope which remained

unfulfilled. Cathedrals of Wall Street must then serve by proxy as her pictorial trib-

ute to the exuberance and optimism—alas, ill-founded—with which the Fail

approached the future.

At the same time, Cathedrals of Wall Sired hardly seems to call

down unmixed blessings on the present-day Republic. George Washington seems

a bit startled by the presence of Bernard Baruch,John D. Rockefeller, and J. P.

Morgan in the pediment of the Stock Exchange. The ubiquity of gold seems to

have more than Byzantine implications; it impinges on the very rays of light

infiltrating the floor of the Exchange. And the juxtaposition of Salvation Arim

1 1 1 and Stock Exchange offers a trenchant pictorial paraphrase of George Bernard



Shaw's pointed question from the end of Major Barbara: "What price salvation?"

Washington is both the guardian of and admittedly a bit peripheral to the mod-

ern world of drum majorettes and high finance.

Stettheimer ' s final work in the Cathedrals series celebrates that aspect of

New York achievement with w hich she was most intimately connected: the world

of art. Cathedrals of Art, dated 1942 but left unfinished at the lime of her death in

1944, is her ultimate pictorial statement about the inextricable connection

between public and private, between the friends she cherished and the works of

art to which they dedicated their lives. The grand, three-part setting, dominated

by the red-carpeted main staircase of the old Metropolitan Museum, clearly dis-

tinguishes art in America, tin- province of The Museum of Modern Art (to the

left), from American art, the realm of the Whitney Museum (to the right), with the

Metropolitan Museum itself providing that overarching tradition which—spatial-

ly as well as chronologically—lies behind both. On the crossbar of the stretcher,

in 1941, Florine identified the work as "Our Dawn of Art." And indeed, in the

foreground, baby Art—based on a recently acquired statue of Eros, depicted

here as born drawing—is being photographed by George Piatt Lynes in a blaze

of light, while being worshiped by a female art lover to his right.' Baby Art

ascends the stairs, hand in hand with the Metropolitan's director, Francis Henry-

Taylor, to join curator of paintings Harry B. Wehle, who stands at the top of the

stairs with a young woman holding a clearly labeled "prize." The red-carpeted

staircase is flanked by museum directors, critics, and art dealers; perhaps a cer-

tain reminiscence of Raphael's School oj Athens gives added resonance to the com-

position. Among the art world notables present are Alfred Stieglitz on the staircase

to the left, grandly cloaked and turning his profile upward to follow youthful

Art's progress; A. Everett (Chick) Austin, Jr., the enterprising director of the

Wadsworth Atheneum. standing with folded arms at the base of the left-hand

column inscribed "Art in America." Austin's counterpart at the base of the right-

hand column, which is inscribed "American Art," is Stettheimer's friend and

supporter, the critic Henry McBridc, with "Stop" and "Go" signs in his hand.

In the center of the composition, Francis Henry Taylor leads

the infant to the High Altar of the Cathedral of An in the form of a portrait,

perhaps reminiscent of Mrs. Stettheimer, by one of the artists whom Florine

most admired, Frans Hals. This sedate and portly figure from the past is set in

opposition to a sprightly and up-to-date young female figure, also directly on

central axis, labeled "cocktail dress"—perhaps meant to represent the modern

feminine ideal as opposed to the more traditional one.'"

In tin- left-hand "panel" of what might well be considered a

triptych. Art plavs hopscotch on a Mondrian laid out .it the leet ol Allied H.

ill. IN



Ban, Jr., seated most appropriately in w hat looks like a Corbusier chair before

two striking Picassos. Immediately beneath Barr, the two Women on the Beach

break loose from their canvas in front of the Douanier Rousseau's lion. In the

upper part of the right-hand "panel," dedicated to the Whitney Museum, stands

Juliana Force in front of a sculpted figure by Gertrude Yanderbilt Whitney,

guarded by an American eagle. To the lower right and lower left foreground,

isolated by a screen and a white-and-golc! lily-topped canopy respectively, stand

Robert Locher an old friend and Stettheimer herself, as compere and commere of

the spectacle—an idea, incidentally, that the artist probably derived from Four

Saints in Three Acts. The two figure as patron saints or intercessors between the

world of art and its audience. Cathedrals of Art, then, is not only a tribute to art

but to New York's art institutions and to the people who run them. The only

other painting about art that is as original in both its richness of allusion and its

sense of intimate personal involvement is, of course, Courbet's Painter's Studio.

Like Courbet's Studio, Cathedrals of Art is an allegorie reelle, an allegory that takes

its terms from experienced reality, and as such, like Courbet's work, it empha-

sizes the role of friendship, of mutual support and of contemporary inventiveness

in sustaining a living art.

In "Public Use of Art," an important article which appeared in

Art Front in 1936, Meyer Schapiro inveighed against the public murals of the

New Deal, seeing in "their seemingly neutral glorification of work, progress and

national history the instruments of a class"—the dominating class of the nation.

"The conceptions of such mural paintings.'" Schapiro maintained, "rooted in

naive, sentimental ideas of social reality, cannot help betray the utmost banality

and poverty of invention."" While one may feel that Schapiro is too sweeping in

his condemnation of the public art of his day, and that Stettheimer's playful and

in many ways arcane creations hardly offer a viable alternative to the mural pro-

grams sponsored under the New Deal, his criticism is nevertheless relevant to

Stettheimer's art. Her ideas of social reality, if idiosyncratic, are neither naive

nor sentimental, her pictorial invention the opposite of "banal" or "poor." Nor

is her vision, in Cathedrals of Art, totally affirmative.

Beneath the glowing admiration for American institutions and

personae in this work, as in the other paintings of the Cathedrals series, exists a

pointed and knowing critique of them as well. The Cathedrals, as I have indicat-

ed, are by no means pure affirmations of American, or even New York, values.

The most effective revelations of social reality are not necessarily either inten-

tional or from the left, as both Engels and Georg Lukacs have reminded us.

Balzac, upholder of monarchy, was in fact the most acute and critical analyst of

the social reality of his time. Look again at Wall Street; or look again at Cathedrals

of Art, with each little chieftain smugly ensconced in his or her domain, the

dealers feverishly waving their artists' balloons or clutching their wares, the



critic with his mechanical signals, the avid photographers—and the blinded,

worshipful public.

Florine Stettheimer, the artist, existed in this world, it is true,

but still somewhat apart from it—as her painting exists apart from the major

currents of her time. She knew herself to be, as an artist, a peripheral if cher-

ished figure, unappreciated and unbought by the broader public. She may

indeed, in her discreet way, have felt rathex bitter about this larger neglect.

After a disastrous exhibition at Knoedler's in 1916, although she would often

show a work or two at group shows at the Whitney, the Carnegie Institute, or

the Society of Independent Artists, she never had a major retrospective until

1946, after her death. 40

In a poem from Crystal Flowers, Stettheimer succinctly sums up

the position of art in a capitalist society: "Art is spelled with a capital A/ And

Capital also backs it/ Ignorance also makes it sway/ The chief thing is to make

it pay/ In a quite dizzy way/ Hurrah—Hurrah— ." 41 Here, certainly, is social

consciousness about art if ever there was.

Bouquet for Ettie, 1927
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chronology

Most of the information about Florine Stettheimer's pre- World War I travels is taken from

the journals she kept, now in the Collection of American Literature, Beinecke Rare Book and

Manuscript Library, Yale University, New Haven.

187 1

Born August 29 to Rosetta Walter and Joseph Stettheimer in Rochester, New York; the

second youngest ofJive children (Stella, Walter, Carrie, Florine, Ettie). Spends much of her

youth in Europe, particularly Stuttgart, Berlin, and Paris.

I 892-95

Studies at the Art Students League, New York, taking classes with Carroll Beckwith, H.

Siddons Mowbray, and Kenyan Cox. In 1895, is elected to the governing body of the league.

I 898-99

Family begins living part of each year in Germany, Italy, and France. Takes studio in the

Beaux Arts Building, at 80 West 40th Street, on Bryant Park.

I 900
Included as nonresident member in exhibition, "25th Anniversary of the Art Students League

ofNew York," American Fine Arts Society Building.

I 906
Rosetta, Florine, Carrie, and Ettie travel through Italy and Germany. Florine studies art in

Berlin, Munich, and Stuttgart; keeps diary that describes her interest in andjudgment of

contemporary European art movements.

Carl Van Vechten moves from Chicago to New York and becomes the assistant music critic for

The New York Times.

I 908
Ettie receives Ph.D. from the University of Freiburg, with a thesis on the philosophy of

William James.

Salon d'Automne includes Matisse's Harmony in Blue. Arthur G. Dove's The Lobster.

and Kandinsky's series of woodcuts and linocuts with themes derivedfrom Russian folk and

fairy tales.



Van Vechten goes to Paris as The New York Times correspondent; returns to New York in

1909.

I 909

Travels through Germany, France, Switzerland, and Italy. Visits galleries in Munich, where

she admires the work of Franz von Stuck. In Rome, goes to the Sistine Chapel and attends

various Catholic church services.

I 9 I O

Sees Manet's Le dejeuner sur l'herbe in Paris.

Works in studio in Munich, which she maintains until 1913. Experiments with palette-knife

techniques.

Visits Kunsthistorisches Museum in Vienna, where she admires the Bruegels.

19 11

In Munich, sees the work of Fritz Erler and Gustav Klimt.

19 12

Lives in Paris with Ettie for a year; June, is overwhelmed by Nijinsky's dancing in

Diaghilev's Ballets Russes with sets by Leon Bakst.

Composes scenario for her ballet, Orphee of the Ouat'z Arts; briefly returns to New

York, then goes back to Paris. Visits the Musee Gustave Moreau and the Salon d'Automne.

Goes to Spain for the first time; visits the Prado in Madrid.

August, Camera Work devotes an issue to modern art that includes Gertrude Stein's word

portrait s of Matisse and Picasso. In October, Stein visits Mabel Dodge at the Villa Curonia

and writes a word portrait of her.

With Ettie, goes to College de France to hear Henri Bergson lecture.

19 13

Armory Show ("The International Exhibition of Modern Art") opens at the 69th Regiment

Armory in New York, February 17-March 15.

Works in studio in Munich; is impressed by the Vienna Secession artists; sees Japanese print

show and the work of Ferdinand Hodler.



Van Vechten resigns from The New York Times and sails for Paris, where he meets

Gertrude Stein. Henry McRride arrives in Paris during the summer and also meets Stein.

Lives in Paris during the fall.

In Paris, Marcel Duckamp buys a bottle rack at a bazaar, inscribes it, and creates his first

ready-made.

In New York, Mabel Dodge begins her salon at 23 Fifth Avenue on Wednesday and

Thursday evenings (until the summer of 1914).

19 14

The four Stettheimers find themselves stranded in Bern, Switzerland, at the beginning

of World War I. In the fall, they return to New York. Stettheimer is very excited by the

spirit and vitality she finds in modernist America and begins to stress "American" themes

in her art.

Also in the fall, Walter and Louise Arensberg move to a duplex apartment at 33 West 67th

Street in Manhattan. Circle offrequent visitors to their home includes literati Wallace

Stevens, William Carlos Williams, and Carl Van Vechten; French refugee artists Marcel

Duchamp, Francis Picabia, and Albert Gleizes; and Americans Man Ray. Walter Pach.

Charles Demuth. Charles Steeler, Joseph Stella, and Florine Stettheimer.

October, Carl Van Vechten marries the actress Fania Marinoff.

Along with her mother and two sisters, moves into the townhouse of her aunt, Caroline

Neustadter, 102 West 76th Street.

19 15

Playwright Avery Hopwood, who had met the Stettheimers in Germany, introduces them to

Carl Van Vechten and his wife, Fania Marinoff. Stettheimer paints Hopwood's portrait to

celebrate the success of his Broadway play. Fair and Warmer.

May, Picabia sails for New York on a mission for the French army, which he abandons to

spend time with members of the Arensberg circle.

June 15, Duchamp arrives in New York on the S.S. Rochambeau. September, Albert and

Juliet Gleizes arrive in New York on their honeymoon and remain until 1919.



Portrait of Our Nurse Maggie Burgess, I 929
Portrait of My Aunt, Caroline Walter Neustadter, I 928



19 16

April, Stettheimer includes two paintings, Portrait of Avery Hopwood and Jenny

and Genevieve, in the " I st Annual Exhibition of the Society of Independent Artists," held

at the Grand Central Palace.

Begins renting "Andre Brook," an estate in Jarrytown, New York, for the summers.

October, has one-artist exhibition at M. Knoedler & Company; the gallery is decorated with

draperies and tinsel to resemble her bedroom at the family apartment. She is disappointed

because no works sell; this is the last one-artist exhibition in her lifetime.

Meets with Adolph Bolm, a dancer with the Ballets Russes, to discuss producing her ballet.

Meets Marcel Duchamp.

First "unveiling" party for the portrait of Avery Hopwood held at the Stettheimer home on the

upper West Side.

19 17

Founding oj the Society of Independent Artists ".No Jury—No Prizes" series of exhibitions.

Stettheimer included in first exhibition. Duchamp's Fountain rejected. She participates in the

Society's exhibitions annually until 1926.

Develops a portrait type she calls "sentimental histories," depicting friends and family in

various activities. Uses Duchamp's Multiplication Virtuelle approach in some

compositions.

19 18

April, West Point is included in "American Painting and Sculpture Pertaining to the

War, " curated by Marie Sterner at M. Knoedler & Company, New York.

Two paintings, La Fete a Duchamp and a flower painting included in the "2nd Annual

Exhibition of the Society of Independent Artists.

Included in "Exhibition of Paintings, Watercolors, Drawings, Etchings, Lithographs, Photos

and Old Prints ofNew York City, " Macbeth Gallery, New York.

19 19

Meets Mexican artist Adolfo Best-Maugard at his exhibition at Marie Slerner's 556 Fifth

Avenue Gallery. Best-Maugard develops theories of basic form derived from the decorative arts

and Aztec art.





I 920
Formation of the Societe Anonyme by Katherine Dreier; Stettlieimer is one of the original

members.

February, Asbury Park South included in the Society of Independent Artists exhibition.

March, enters her painting Lake Placid in the Society of Independent Artists Exhibition at

the Waldorf-Astoria, New York; in April, enters same painting in ''Exhibition of Modern Art

by Contemporary Artists, " at the Worcester Art Museum.

I 92 I

April, West Point and Asbury Park South included in lit* "Exhibition oj Oil

Paintings and Drawings Showing the Later Tendencies in Art," Pennsylvania Academy of the

Fine Arts, Philadelphia.

Included in Wanamaker's "Annual American Exhibition." Gallery of Modern Decorative Arts

(exhibits here for next two years).

April. Decorative Flowers included in "Suggestions for the Decoration of the Fireplace"

exhibition at the Arts Guild Galleries, New York.

May, Heat included in the "First Retrospective Exhibition of American Art," under the

direction of Marie Sterner, inaugurating the Junior Art Patrons of America, Fine Arts Society

Building, New York.

Alfred Stieglitz visits Stettheimer's studio for the first time and admires her work.

192 2

April. Russian Bank included in "Modern Artists of American, Inc.," Joseph Brummer

Galleries, New York; exhibits in "Modern Paintings, Sculpture, Watercolors and Drawings,

"

Colony Club, New York.

October, exhibits in "No Jury Society ofArtists," Marshall Field's, Chicago; also exhibits

Asbury Park South in Salon d'Automne exhibition. Pans.

Stieglitz brings O'Keeffe to Stettheimer's studio.

1923

Carl Sprinchom offers Stettlieimer a one-artist exhibition at the New Gallery, New York, but

she turns him down.



Stettheimer produces a series of portraits offamily and friends; that of Carl Van Vechten

exhibited at the Society of Independent Artists.

.November, gives a tea party for the unveiling of her portrait ofJoseph Hergesheimer.

Ettie's book Love Days published under the pseudonym Henrie Waste.

I 924

April, Russian Bank included in "23rd International Exhibition of Paintings," Carnegie

Institute, Pittsburgh.

December, flower paintings included in "23rd Annual Exhibition of .Modern Decorative Art,

The Art Institute of Chicago.

I 925

Rosetta becomes ill; the sisters take turns ministering to her around the clock. For the next

several years, Stettheimer's production decreases dramatically.

Marcel Duchamp makes portrait of Stettheimer.

December, Alfred Stieglitz opens The Intimate Gallery.

I 926
Moves to Alwyn Court, 182 West 58th Street.

I 929
April, exhibits in "One Hundred Important Paintings by Living American Artists," Arts

Council of the City ofNew York.

Not included in "Exhibition of Nineteen Living Americans," organized by Alfred H. Ban.

Jr., at The Museum of Modern Art; McBride criticizes the museum for excluding her.

October, Stieglitz's Intimate Gallery closes.

Virgil Thomson invites Stettheimer to design sets and costumes for his opera Four Saints

in Three Acts, with libretto by Gertrude Stein.

December, Stieglitz opens An American Place gallery.

Stettheimer begins Cathedrals series with Cathedrals of Broadway.



I 930
Declines Stieglitz's persistent offers to exhibit at An American Place.

I 93 I

Stella Stettheimer Wanger dies.

I 932

February, exhibits in "American Society of Painters, Sculptors and Gravers," Whitney

Museum of American Art. A retrospective of Stieglitz's photographs opens at An American

Place; includes nude photographs of O'Keeffe and romantic photographs of Stieglitz's young

mistress, Dorothy Norman. This exhibitionism and cruelty toward O'Keeffe angers friends,

including Stettheimer.

Exhibits in "1st Municipal Art Exhibition," sponsored by Mayor Fiorello La Guardia,

Rockefeller Center, New York.

November, exhibits Cathedrals of Fifth Avenue in "1st Biennial Exhibition of

Contemporary American Painting," Whitney Museum of American Art.

I 934

February 7, premier of Four Saints in Three Acts at the Wadsworth Atheneum,

Hartford; March 1 ,
opens at the Forty-Fourth Street Theater, New York. Reviews all rave

about Stettheimer's stage sets; this is her first public acclaim, and she attends every Hartford

performance. Opera travels to Chicago for a short run in November.

Invites Gertrude Stein to her studio.

November, exhibits in "Modern Works of Art," The Museum of Modern Art.

I 935

January, travels to California with Ettie.

September 30, Rosetta Stettheimer dies. The almost monthly dinner parties given by the

Stettheimers in the large family apartment at Alwyn Court come to an end. Florine takes a

studio apartment in the Beaux Arts Building; Ettie and Carrie take adjoining apartments at

the Dorset Hotel.

Stettheimer meets Pavel Tchelitchew during the exhibition of his work at the Julien Levy

Gallery.

Resigns membership in American Society of Painters, Sculptors and Gravers.



I 936
Gives reception for Tchelitchew after the performance of Balanchine's Orfeo, for which

Tchelitchew did the designs. Guests include View editor Charles Henri Ford and Joseph

Cornell and future biographer Parker Tyler.

I 937

Designs costumes for oratorio version of Four Saints in Three Acts given at Town

Hall, New York.

I 939
May, exhibits in "Art in Our Time," The Museum of Modern Art.

Solomon Guggenheim opens The Museum of Non-Objective Art.

I 94 l

"Sits" for Virgil Thomson's musical Portrait of Florine Stettheimer.

Carl Van Vechten gives the Florine Stettheimer Memorial Library of Books about the Fine

Arts to Fisk University, Nashville.

I 942

Enters New York Hospital, possibly for cancer surgery.

Peggy Guggenheim opens Art of This Century Gallery.

December, exhibits in "Twentieth- Century Portraits," organized by Monroe Wheeler at The

Museum of Modern Art.

Kirk Askew begs Stettheimer to let him mount a one-artist exhibition of her work; she refuses.

I 944

May 11, dies at age seventy-three in New York Hospital. At the time of her death, working

on Cathedrals of Art and her second ballet, Pocahontas.

Carrie dies six weeks later.

May, included in "Art in Progress: Fifteenth Anniversary Exhibition," The Museum of

Modern Art.

Ettie has Stettheimer s studio photographed to include cellophane and lace draperies and gold

and white furniture designed by the artist.
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I 946

October, "Florine Stettheimer," The Museum ofModern Art, with works chosen by Marcel

Duchamp, hung by Monroe Wheeler, and catalogue by Henry McBride (traveled to the de

Young Museum, San Francisco, and the Arts Club oj Chicago).

I 948

January, "Florine Stettheimer,'" Wadsworth Atheneum, Hartford.

"Florine Stettheimer," organized by Kirk Askew at Durlacher Brothers Gallery, New York.

October, Ettie and lawyer Joseph Solomon scatter Stettheimer's ashes in the Hudson River.

I 949

Publication of Florine Stettheimer's poetry, Crystal Flowers, with foreword by Carl Van

Vechten and Ettie Stettheimer.

Included in "To Honor Henry McBride," M. Knoedler & Company. \ew York.

February, "Florine Stettheimer Exhibition," Vassar College Art Gallery, Poughkeepsie, New

York.

I 950
March, 'Florine Stettheimer Exhibition," Wellesley College Museum, Wellesley,

Massachusetts.

"Florine Stettheimer and Charles Demuth, " Durlacher Brothers Gallery, New York.

195 1

April, "Twelve Paintings by Florine Stettheimer," The Detroit Institute of Arts.

I 952

March, "Exhibition of the Paintings of Florine Stettheimer, " Smith College Museum of Art,

Northampton. Massachusetts.

I 954

Included in "Forty-Four Major Works from the Smith College Collection," The Institute of

Contemporary Art, Boston.

129

1955

June I, Ettie Stettheimer dies.



1958

August, included in "Fruits and Flowers in Painting, " Santa Barbara Museum of Art.

I 963
Publication of Parker Tyler's biography, Florine Stettheimer: A Life in Art.

"Florine Stettheimer: Her Family, Her Friends, " -Durlacher Brothers Gallery, New York.

! 964

Included in "Exhibition of Portraits, " National Design Center of Marina City, Chicago.

I 965

April, included in "Three Centuries of American Painting, " The Metropolitan Museum of

Art, New York.

I 967

Joseph Solomon, lawyer and trustee of Ettie Stettheimer's estate, gives gift of seventy works by

Florine Stettheimer to Columbia University, and Florine's correspondence and journals to the

Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University, New Haven.

February, included in "A Composer's Collection: Paintings, Drawings and Sculpture owned

by Virgil Thomson, " Smith College Museum of Art, Northampton, Massachusetts.

February, included in "Exchange Exhibition, Rose Art Museum, Brandeis University, and the

Rhode Island School of Design, " Providence.

June, included in "Selection 1967: Recent Acquisitions in Modern Art," University Art

Museum, University of California at Berkeley.

I 968

April, included in "An Exhibition in Honor oj Henry- Russell Hitchcock," Smith College

Museum of Art, Northampton, Massachusetts.

1972

October, included in "Fiftieth Anniversary Exhibition, " Skidmore College, Saratoga Springs,

New York.

I 973

February, "Florine Stettheimer: An Exhibition of Paintings, Watercolors, Drawings," Low

Memorial Library, Columbia University, New York.



May, included in "Pennsylvania Academy and Its Women: 1850-1920," Pennsylvania

Academy of the Fine Arts, Philadelphia.

September, Portrait of Duchamp included in "Marcel Ducharnp," Philadelphia Museum

of Art.

I 976

April, included in "American Faces/ Faces by Americans," Smith College Museum of Art,

Northampton, Mas tachusetts.

December, included in "Women Artists: 1550-1950," Los Angeles County Museum ofArt

(traveled to The Brooklyn Museum and the Carnegie Institute Museum of Art, Pittsburgh.)

I 979

Included in "American Modern Art Between the Two World Wars," Stddtische Kunsthalle,

Diisseldorf

November, included in "Art of the Twenties," The Museum of Modern Art, New York.

I 980
March, "Florine Stettheimer: Still Lifts, Portraits and Pageants 1910-1942," The Institute of

Contemporary Art, Boston (traveled to Marion Koogler McNay Art Museum, San Antonio,

and Vassar College Art Gallery, Pouglikeepsie, New York).

I 990
February, "Love Flight of a Pink Candy Heart: Paintings by Florine Stettheimer from

Columbia University's Collection," Columbia University, New York.

I 993
September, "Friends and Family: Portraiture in the World of Florine Stettheimer," The

Katonah Museum oj Art, Katonah, ,\eu lork.
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Flowers with Wallpaper/Still Life # I . c. 19 15



works in the Exhibition

Dimensions are in inches; height precedes width.

Album offorty drawings for costumes, one for

scenery, for the ballet

Orphee of the Ouat'z Arts, c. 19 12

Watercolor, gouache, and graphite on paper,

15 x 978-9%

The Museum of Modern Art, New York; Gift of

Miss Ettie Stettheimer

Figurine for the ballet

Orphee of the Ouat'z Arts, c. 19 12

Wax with lacquer, 10' .> high

The Museum of Modern Art, New York; Gift of

Miss Ettie Stettheimer

Figurine for the ballet

Orphee of the Ouat'z Arts, c. 19 12

Wax with lacquer, 12 high

The Museum of Modern Art, New York; Gift of

Miss Ettie Stettheimer

Figurine for the ballet

Orphee of the Ouat'z Arts, c. 19 12

Wax with lacquer, 12 high

The Museum of Modern Art, New York; Gift of

Miss Ettie Stettheimer

Costume design for the ballet

Orphee of the Ouat'z Arts, c. 19 12

Oil, beads, and metal lace on canvas, 18Vs x 1 5 Vs

The Museum of Modern Art, New York; Gift of

Miss Ettie Stettheimer

Costume design for the ballet

Orphee of the Ouat'z Arts, c I 9 i 2

Gouache and lace on paper on wood, 18 x 127s

The Museum of Modern Art, New York; Gift of

Miss Ettie Stettheimer

Costume design for the ballet

Orphee of the Ouat'z Arts, c 19 12

Oil, cloth, fur, yarn, and hair on canvas,

177, x 157b

The Museum of Modern Art, New York: Gift of

Miss Ettie Stettheimer

Costume design for the ballet

Orphee of the Ouat'z Arts, c 19 12

Oil, cloth, and gold braid on canvas, 1872 x 15%

The Museum of Modern Art, New York; Gift of

Miss Ettie Stettheimer

Costume design for the ballet

Orphee of the Ouat'z Arts, c. 19 12

Oil, putty, cloth, and cellophane on wood,

167« x 25

The Museum of Modern Art, New York; Gift of

Miss Ettie Stettheimer

Costume design for the ballet

Orphee of the Ouat'z Arts, c I 9 i 2

Oil, lace, beads, and silver foil sewed and pinned

to canvas, 17 x 24%

The Museum of Modern Art, New York; Gift of

Ettie Stettheimer

Costume design for tl\e ballet

Orphee of the Ouat'z Arts. c. 19 12

Oil, putty, fabric, and beads on canvas, 177« x 25

The Museum of Modern Art, New York; Gift of

Miss Ettie Stettheimer

Costume design for the ballet

Orphee of the Ouat'z Arts. c. 19 12

Oil, yarn, fabric, and lace on wood, 1 l'A x 1
7 '/«

The Museum of Modern Art, New York; Gift of

Miss Ettie Stettheimer
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Andre Brook. 19 15

Oil on canvas, 28% x 34%

Columbia University in the City of New York; Gift

of the Estate of Ettie Stettheimer, 1967

Family Portrait # I . 19 15

Oil on canvas, 40 x 62%

Columbia University in the City of New York; Gift

of the Estate of Ettie Stettheimer, 1967

Flowers with Wallpaper/Still Life # I .

c. 19 15

Oil on canvas, 36 x 26

Memphis Brooks Museum of Art, Tennessee; Gift

of the Estate of Miss Ettie Stettheimer

Portrait of Avery Hopwood, 19 15-16

Oil on canvas, 42 x 30%

The Hopwood Awards Program of the University

of Michigan

White Curtains/Morning, 19 15-16

Oil on canvas, 32 x 36

The Boston Athenaeum; Gift of Miss Ettie

Stettheimer, 1954

Bowl of Tulips, c. 19 16

Oil on canvas, 30 x 36

Yale University Art Gallery, New Haven;

Collection of Mary C. and James W. Fosburgh,

B.A. 1933, M.A. 1935

La Fete a Duchamp. 19 17

Oil on canvas, 35 x 45%

Private collection

Sunday Afternoon in the Country. 19 17

Oil on canvas, 50% x 36%

The Cleveland Museum of Art; Gift of Ettie

Stettheimer

Soiree/Studio Party. 19 17-19

Oil on canvas, 28'A x 30

Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale

University, New Haven

New York/Liberty. 19 18

Oil on canvas, 60 x 42

Collection of William Kelly Simpson

Picnic at Bedford Hills, 19 18

Oil on canvas. 40 5/16 x 50 1/4

Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts,

Philadelphia; Gift of Ettie Stettheimer

Heat. 19 19

Oil on canvas, 50% x 36%

The Brooklyn Museum; Gift of the Estate of Ettie

Stettheimer

Lake Placid. 19 19

Oil on canvas, 40 x 50

Museum of Fine Arts, Boston; Gift of Miss Ettie

Stettheimer, the artist's sister

Asbury Park South, I 920

Oil on canvas, 50 x 60

Fisk University, Nashville

Music, c. I 920

Oil on canvas, 69 x 50%

Rose Art Museum, Brandeis University. Waltham,

Massachusetts; Gift ofJoseph Solomon

Russian Bank. I 92 I

Oil on canvas, 40 x 36

Virginia Museum of Fine Arts, Richmond; Gift of

Miss Ettie Stettheimer

Spring Sale at Bendel's. I 92 I

Oil on canvas, 50 x lit

Philadelphia Museum of Art; (iili ofMiss Fttie

Stettheimer



Still Life with Flowers, I 92 I

Oil on canvas marouflagcd to masonite,

25 3A x 29V»

The Pine Arts Museums of San Francisco; (iili oi

Ettie Stettheimer to the California Palace of the

Legion of Honor

Four Flowers Under a Canopy, c. I 92 I

Oil on canvas, 35 x 17

Collection of William Kelly Simpson

Henry McBride, Art Critic, 1922

Oil on canvas, 30 x 36

Smith College Museum of Art, Northampton,

Massachusetts; Gift of Ettie Stettheimer, 1951

Portrait of Carl Van Vechten, I 92 2

Oil on canvas, 28 x 26

Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library,

Yale University, New Haven

Portrait of Baron de Meyer, I 923

Oil on canvas, 37V+ x 257a

The Baltimore Museum of Art; Gift of Ettie

Stettheimer

Portrait of Duchamp, I 923
Oil on canvas, 30 x 26

Collection of William Kelly Simpson

Portrait of Ettie, I 923
Oil on canvas mounted on composition board.

40 x 26

Columbia University in the City of New York;

Gift of the Estate of Ettie Stettheimer, 1967

Portrait of Joseph Hergesheimer.

1923

Oil on canvas, 30 x 26

Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library,

Yale University, New Haven

Portrait of Louis Bernheimer, I 923
Oil on canvas, 28 x 18

Robert Hull Fleming Museum. University of

Vermont, Burlington; Gift of the Estate of Ettie

Stettheimer

Portrait of Louis Bouche, I 923
Oil on canvas, 28 x 18

The Baker/Pisano Collection

Portrait of Myself, I 923
Oil on canvas, 40 x 26

Columbia University in the City of New York;

Gift of the Estate of Ettie Stettheimer, 1967

Portrait of My Sister Carrie W.

Stettheimer with Dollhouse, I 923
Oil on canvas mounted on composition board,

37 Vb x 25%

Columbia University in the City of New York;

Gift of the Estate of Ettie Stettheimer, 1967

Beauty Contest: To the Memory of P.T.

Barnum, I 92-4

Oil on canvas, 50 x 60

Wadsworth Atheneum, Hartford; Gift of Miss

Ettie Stettheimer

Henry McBride on Winslow Homer.

C. 1924

Watercolor, 10% x 8 'A

Collection of Rita and Joseph Solomon

Portrait of My Mother. I 925
Oil on canvas, 38Va x 26Va

The Museum of Modern Art, New York; Barbara

S. Adler Bequest, 197 1

Tulips Under a Canopy, I 925

Oil on canvas, 40 x 35

Collection of Rita and Joseph Solomon



Bouquet for Ettie. 1927

Oil on canvas, 30 x 26%

Museum of Art. Rhode Island School of Design.

Providence; Bequest of the Estate of Ettie

Stettheimer

Fourth of July # I . 1927

Oil on canvas, 28x18

Addison Gallery of American Art, Phillips

Academy, Andover, Massachusetts; Gift of tin-

Estate of Ettie Stettheimer

Fourth of July #2, 1927

Oil on canvas, 28 x 18

Collection of Rita and Joseph Solomon

Natatorium Undine. 1927

Oil and encaustic on canvas, 50'/^ x 60

Prances Lehman Loeb Art Center, Vassar College,

Poughkeepsie, New York; Gift of Ettie Stettheimer

Journey to the Sun. c. I 927

Oil on canvas, 58% x 33%

Santa Barbara Museum of Art, California; Gift of

Estate of Ettie Stettheimer

Portrait of Father Hoff. I 928

Oil on canvas, 28 x 18

University Art Museum, University of California

at Berkeley; Gift of the Estate of Ettie Stettheimer

Portrait of My Aunt, Caroline Walter

Neustadter. I 928

Oil on canvas, 38'A x 26%

I In Nelson-Atkins Museum oi Art, Kansas

Missouri; Gift of Miss Ettie Stettheimer

Portrait of Stieglitz. I 928

Oil on canvas, 38 x 25Va

The Alfred Stieglitz Collection; Fisk University,

Nashville

Three Flowers and a Dragonfly, I 928
Oil on canvas, 30% x 34 '/a

Wadsworth Atheneum. Hartford; Collection of

David E. Austin

Cathedrals of Broadway, I 929

Oil on canvas, 60% x 50%

The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York; Gift

of Ettie Stettheimer, 1953

My Birthday Eyegay. I 929

Oil on canvas, 3
7
'A x 25 'A

Collection of W illiam Kell\ Simpson

Portrait of My Teacher in Stuttgart.

Fraulein von Preiser, 1929

Oil on canvas, 38 x 20

Portland Art Museum, Oregon; Estate of Ettie

Stettheimer

Portrait of Our Nurse Maggie Burgess.

I 929

Oil on canvas, 38 x 26

The Minneapolis Institute of Arts; Estate of Ettie

Stettheimer

Love Flight of a Pink Candy Heart. I 930

Oil on canvas, 69% x 46Vie

The Detroit Institute of Arts; Gift of Miss Ettie

Stettheimer

Cathedrals of Fifth Avenue. I 93 I

Oil on canvas, 60 x 50

The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York; Gift
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Oil on canvas, 38% x 26%

Whitney Museum of American Art. New York;
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Birthday Bououet/Flowers with Snake.

I 932

Fete on the Lake. n.d.

Oil on cardboard mounted on composition board

Oil on canvas, 30'/, 6 x 26Vis

The Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art. Kansas City,

40'A x 30%

Columbia University in the City of New York;

Missouri; Gift of Mrs. R. Kirk Askew, Jr. in mem- Gift of the Estate of Ettie Stettheimer, 1 ' H »
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Spring I 932 (Portrait of the Dancer.

Olin Howland). I 932

Oil on canvas, 38 x 20

Stanford University Museum of Art, California;

Bequest of Ettie Stettheimer

Family Portrait #2, 1933

Oil on canvas, 46A x 64'A

The Museum of Modern Art, New York; Gift of
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Ten figurines for

Four Saints in Three Acts. I 934

Various materials, 5 l5
/i6- 1

3

1

Vi6 high

Columbia University, Rare Book and Manuscript

Library, New York

Cathedrals of Wall Street. I 939
Oil on canvas, 60 x 50

The Metropolitan Museum of Art. New York; Gift

of Ettie Stettheimer, 1953

Cathedrals of Art. I 942
Oil on canvas, 60 'A x 50A

The Metropolitan Museum of An. New York; Gift

of Ettie Stettheimer, 1953

Christmas, n.d.

Oil on canvas, 60'/i6 x 40

Yale University Art Gallery, New Haven; Gift of

the Estate of Ettie Stettheimer
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